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(c) The prinCiples of economics and their application to industry and

commerce;

(d) 'rhe principles that gov:ernthe relations between people, not only as
llPpli~d to managers and men, but also as applied to govefnmen~s and

~~;"

.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS·

'

(e) The' history of nations;
(f) The art of clear .and cor;r~ct e~pression in speaking, writing, and

drawing.
'.
".
."
.. . . ' , . :
'.,
"The.relativeempb,asis .tobe placed onaach of thesefundamenta,ls is a
mattel': to .be de~ermined. for. (lach 'l:lngineering course.",
.Ill; emphasizing'· the' i:iriportance ,of .training, one ··.·llluSt' 'studiously avoid
withering ~he a~piration~and st~flil'lg the,ambition of the)arg;e numbers of
menin railrOll,d. and industrial service, who have, not had the benefi~ o~ OVer~
much school or. any. coIle~e,preparation. These menolitnumber vastly the
high school andiCollegemen,and to their credit be it said that the 65% of
Chairmen' and8fo/r; of Presidentsremairiing; after t~kirig aC,count of those who
have rise~ froIIl the rapkS of ~ngirieers hav:e been. dra;wn largely ,f,rom .~l:J.e .men
who have, had none of the benefits of higher education., Without mentioning
the:m,'the' names o£anumher ,0£ the 'ablest:'and ·mostdistingllished railroad
Chairmen a!1~J:>residentsin theUIlited States,who have by sheer ability and
pluckris'en from lowly ranks and have actuaIly built their own!careersR:qd
builded, admj).'ablywell,. sugg,est themselves."
Again '. quoting ,from' the report: to', the"National' Industrial Conference
B~ard:
.
'
.
. ,
"Sympathetic guidance .of' both the, college man aJ;ld theuonc~ollege man
presuppose!! a careful evaluatioIl, of the work of all employees and assll;rallce .
to them that talent and effective work will be known to .andappreciated by
the management. Educators report a growing feeling among undergraduates
that in most Iargecorporationsa young employee, often' is lost in a department
and for many months may not come under the observation of the leading
men ,of Jhe organization. A larg;e pllblic :utility company, the twolar~est
manufacturer~. of electrical" apparatus, ,!lIld'!l" fewothe~, latge corporatIOns
which hav~ ,'llnusual ,and' 'enlighteJ;led PersonIlel, departments,' ip., many ,cases
are getting, the, pick ,of: t!ieyoung;. ~aleIl;t,becituse of their attention .to ,this'
prohli:mi :"
, .. ,.
, ,', " . . " •... .•..,'
..
.
..,' ..
, . ' .' .
. ..~'These aresoine of the ways in which :iJ;ldustry can supplement the work
of the' educators/land profiting by itheirexample thus ,can the present gen~
eration help those wh~a.re to "carry on" when it shall have passed.
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SY~OPSIS

This paper is submitted for the purpose of calling the attention of engineers
to the' necessity of giving serious consideration to the action ·of frost when
designing dams' for use in cold . climates. The' writers .believe ' deterioration
from frost action will occur in any thin concrete structure subjected to water
pressure and extreme cold unless the concrete can be mnde 100% water-proof
(or water-tight).
The results of frost action.;.,therefore, have been pointed out in this paper,
together with the "expen.sive repairs necessary to safeguard the' structure, .and
it is hoped the discussion will develop some positive and permanent method
of water-proofing concrete.
.
INTRODUCTION

Much has been written in recent years, concerning
multiple-arch
dams
,
:'
~
. :',' -: -.'
but thew;riters believ;e that all the story is J;lot. yet told, and it is .with,' the
;
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'
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hope of placing before the Engineering Profession another valuable chapter
that this contribution is offered. Much of the material heretofore presented
has dealt wholly, or almost entirely, with mathematical analyses. It is not
intended to. attempt an addition t.o the store ofm~terial ll,vailable'along these
lines. Indeed, a mathematical allalysie and a complete description of the
structure which is the subject. of this paper has already appe::tred in the
publications of the Society.*
..
. . ...
Gem Dam was built i111915 and 1916, and at the time embodied all the best
practice in the design of multiple-arch dams, as is evidenced by its designer,
L. R. Jorgensen, M. Am. Soc. C. E.; having been awarded the Norman Medal
by the Society in 1917 for his paper entitled, "Multiple-Arch Dams on Rush
Creek, California".* Eight years of subsequent operation of this structure,
during which time the concrete has partly disintegrated by freezing, has
afforded opportunities for observatiQn.s and has Ilecessitated remedial measures
which it is believed, cannot fail to be of interest.
.
D:scriptions of engineeringstru~tures which have failed to function as
intended are often very instructive. It ishopedthisone will prove to b.e as
interesting to those members of the profession who are concerned with similar
structures as it haebeen to the several engineers .who have had to do with
remedial methods.

earth dam were not available..,..Amasonry,dam.was thought; at the time, to
have. certain advantages over. a.· rock-fill· type; Because.' of the excessive . cost
of materials, the quantities. required for'a.masonrydam of the 'gravity type
had to be avoided. These considerations led to the selection of the multiplearch type.
...
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SELECTION OF MpurIPLE-AROHTYPE

Gem Dam on the head-waters of Rush Creek in Mono Co~nty, California,
is well up on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada Mountains at an el~~ati~n
of 9 050 ft. (water-surface level) and in one of the most remote 10cahtIes m
the West. All materials necessary for its construction except lumber, which
could be cut locally, and rock, must be moved long distances and under difficult
conditions. Cement had to be shipped from the place of manufacture by
broad-gauge railroad 336 miles, transhipped to a narrow-gauge r~ilroad, .and
hauled 84 miles farther; then'. hauled over a sandy :desert road, usmg engmes
or motor trucks of the caterpillar. type,· for 70, miles, to the power"house beloW
the dam. Here, it was reloaded on tram cars and raised more than 1250 ft·
vertically ona 4826-ft. tramway to 4gnew Lake, whe:.:e it was rehand?e<l,
loaded on barges, and towedftcross theJake to be agftin rehandled and raIsed
an additional height of 550 ft. by another tramway, being finally placed on the
dam siteata total cost, even l1nder 1915 conditions, of $7;50 per bbl. In the
high altitude of this site, the season during which constructionwQrk can be
adv:antageously conducted is necessarily short,oftenonly four mont~s aIld
seldom longer than five months.
'..- The dam site is one of exposed,.-hard,..blue limestone and igneous granite,
still showing in many places the. poFshplf'l,c.ed on it in the Glacial Age by the
glacier which formerly. e:x:tended ~own from the .higheJ; Sierra... No earth_and
very Jittle sand isfou.n~ ,iIlfhis loc~lity: .... .....
,.., ....
'.
. .....•.)
_ PhYsical conditions governing the original construction of Gem Dam had
much todQ with the sE)lection of·th~fBlilti:ple-#ch type: Mateiia:ls for an .
* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E .• Vol.:UXXX! (19I7J.,p. 8'\0.
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DESCRIPTION

Gem Dam was constructed in 1915 and 1916 at the outlet of Lower Gem
Lake. The reservoir created by' it has a storage capacity of 17216 acre-ft.,
and is supplied by the run-off from a water-shed of 21.3 sq. miles, ranging in
elevation frofu 9 000 ft. at the dam to 13 090 ft. at, Mt. Lyell. The dam is composed of sixteen complete arches, of 40 eft. span, between centers of buttresses,
and two fractional arches at the. ends. The length at the crest is 688 ft. The
maximum height of any individual' arch. is •84ft.,Rnd the vertical distance
from the crest to the deepest point in the foundation is 112 ft.
The arches vary in thickness from 1.0 ft. at the crest to 3.95 ft. at the
deepest point, and the up-stream face is inclined at an angle of 50° from the
horizontal. The buttresses vary in thickness from 1.85 ft. at their tops to
4.25 ft. at the deepest point, and are strengthened by counterforts, varying
in total width from 4.5 ft. at their tops, which are 15 ft. below the crest of the
dam, to 11.0 ft. at the deepest point. Two sets of double, horizontal, braced
12 by 30·in. struts extend between the buttresses, one set 15 ft. and one set
45 ft. below the cre"lt. Spillway openings,. which can be fitted with stop planks,
have been left near the crest oLthe dam in the two southern arches, the five
openings, 6 ft. long by 2 ft: deep, in the eridarch being at Elevation 9050, and
the, eight openings; 6 fLlong by 2ft/deep, in the next arch at Elevation 9048.
A steel. pipe lineleadsdirectlyfromthe dam,to the power-house, where a static
head of·1 807· ft. is obtained.
This general description, together with the plans, Figs. 1, 2, and 3, and the
photographic views, ,Figs; 4, 5,and 6, should give the reader a fair idea of the
structure' as it existed from its completion in 1916 until its repair in 1924.
A more complete description, including details of reinforcement and an analysis
of streSses, is given in JYk Jdrgensen's paper, previously mentioned. A review
of this' :analysis will show that the stresses are within thelimits prescribed
by good engineering practice and that the design is more 'conservativethan that
of other multiPle-arch dams which have been constructed to greater heights.
HISTORY OF OPERATION

During the. eight years of operation of the structure, very few cracks
pccurred in it. A horizontal crack developed in each of the arches immediately
b~lowitscrest,dtieund()ubtedl;yto the fact that the deflection of the walk
along the crest, which acted as anar~h between thE) tops of the buttresses, was
less than the deflection of the thinner arches of the dam immediately below.
Thi$ crack int:rgq.v..ctld :p.Qele:meH~ Qfweakness. anq., be.cause pfits location and
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its. very slight width, was not evident except to the critical observer. ' Its
existence simply permitted the archesof the dam to resist all water pressure
unaided, a function for which they were designed.

'"

'"

MULTIPLE,ARCH DAM
LOWER GEM LAKE
FIG. 1.

,Very. small diagonal cracks .developed· near the up-stream' toes of three' of
the buttresses. They were similar to cracks which have developed in the but"
tresses 'of practically all the multiple-arch dams which have been constructed
to date. TheusuaLpractice hasbe.en to provide but littlereinforcerhent in
,buttresses or to omit it. ,It is believed that theintroduction ofa comparatively
small amount of reinforcement would have eliminatedlthese cracks,in every
instance.
Gem Darn has .withstood some rather severe tests. In September, 1918,; a
very heavy rain on the upper wate:r~shed occurred when the spillways were
partly blocked with flash-boards, and before the flash-boards could be removed,
the ,entire structure had been overtopped to a depth of 4 in.. This overtopping
lasted for 8 hours, but not to the maximum depth throughout. ,Although it
was not designed as an overflow dam, no damage resulted•.
When the structure was constructed, the up~strea:ril faces of the arches 'of
Gem Darn were covered with a 1 : 2 plaster coat of cement mortar, applied
with a cement gun. This coat varied in thickness from i in. at the top to ! in.
at the bottom.
At first, the leakage was very ,small. ::Mr. Jorgensen* thus descdbes it:
"Some of the arches on the Gem Lake Dam are absolutely tight,lj3oll1e of
them sweat in places, and a few drip in places. Afew small springshave
fonned behind the dam, and a trickle of water comes under one arch; but, all
told, the totall~akage is very small."
.
• TranSGctions,' Attt: SQQ. P. :ro., Y91, txxxl (lIn71. p: \lOll.
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FIG. 3.

FIG. 4.-GENERAL Vmw OF GEM DAM.

'"

FIG. 5.-DETAILED VIEW OF REAR FACE OF ARCH

No.3, GEM DAM.
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FIG. 6.-WATER FACE OF GEM DAM AFTER COMPLETION OF GUNITE COAT. NOTE OPERATION OF SPILLWAY WITH STOP
PLANKS IN PUCE.
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Itreniained smallfortwo, years after· the completion of the dam'and the
filling 'of the reservoir,aIicldmingthis time no change in the structure was
apparent. Dming the third year some 1eakage developed and a white deposit
was noticeable on the rear faces of the arches. At first, this condition was not
considered serious, as a small amount of leakage through a concrete strue-ture
is not necessarily aealise for alarm. Afterehemical analyses, it was concllided
.that the white deposit Was laitance which was beiIig'washedout 0£'~onstru0tion
joints.
Dming the next two years serious disintegration. started on the face o£the
dam, apparently due to the concrete freezing in .thinlayers on the face and
disi:ntegTating by frostaetion. This action which was slow at first, increased
very rapidly with each additional year qfage. It was originallyhelieved that
'the damage had resulted from ice which formed on thesurfacebfthe water
in the reservoir-to athiclmess of 300r~l:Oin. This ice adhered to the surface
of the dam "and, as the water was lowered and the ice thus' left overhanging,
it would tear loose, presumably taking'the gunite coating' with it. However,
this,theory was partly disproved by cutting .a hole through the ice near the
damand'examining the water face· immediately below. It was found that,
for 801' 10ft. under thereservoii' smface, this face was covered with 'a thin
layer of ice, thus proving that the freezing~as through the thin' coIicrete
section of the dam and that the ice on the smface· of the reservoir was not the
entire cause of the damage.
It was believed that the condition could be remedied iithe water face of
the structure' could be effectively and permanently water-proofed. A careful
and detailed study of possible methods of accomplishing this' result was' made.
This study included laboratory tests by J. Y. J ewett,Assoc;M. Am.. Soc.O.E!,
of twelve brands of water-proofing compounds, all of which failed to meet the
requirements of the tests.*
The study of water-proofing compounds led to the selection of thesoccalled
"Ironite" treatment. Before applying this treatment, all concrete that showed
any~signsof disintegration waS chipped from the face ofthe dam.. Thispro;ved
to be quite atask In places, the concrete over large areas waschippedtci:a
depth of as much as 8 in. Ooncrete was very carefully replaced in these ai·e.as
to insmeagood bond, .and the ends or corners of such areas were chipped, out
square in an attempt to preserve arch action. After the application of,the
'('Ironite" treatment, the dam was practically water-tight fora short time.
However, the "Ironite"coating soon developed hair-line cracks,probably,idue
to expansion and contraction ,of the arches,and thereafter, with the retUl'll of
low temperatures, deterioration began again. It was thenapparent~hatmore
heroic remedial measmes must be adopted.
OONDITION OF DAM IN

1924

A careful examination showed the upper portion of all arche~, extendi':hg
down approximately 30 ft. from their tops, to be in perfect condition and
undoubtedly as strong as at any time in their history. Likewise, a section

* See

p. 737.
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of the bottom (jf each arch was little affected. In the inte;rvening Illiddle belt,
the concr~te had bepome a dead, .inert IllaterilJ,lwith.lit,tle, strength. All conprete in the buttresses was in perfect condition.
Holes were dug into the affected parts of the arches from their rearfac,es.
A.blow fmm a,piqkproduced no ringing. effect. In.stead, thee:ffectwassuch
,as would result frOm striking hal)dclay. The concrete WlJ,S ~asilydisplaced,
and" with little, effor.t, holes,. were dug beyond, th~ surface of the ,reinforcing
steel to depths of approximately 18 in. (see Fig. 7), as far, in fact, as it. was
believed to be safe to carry, such exploration, consid,ering that at the tiIlle some
water was, in storage in ,t4ereservoir.
A r~view of con.ditions convinced ,all the engineers who made in.vestigll,tions
that the. damage was. due to water' from the reservoir percollJ,ting into the
con.crete and thel)e freezing. Temperatures as low as"':"" 25° FlJ,hr. had been.
r~cordedduring. winter. months. A review of reCOl'dsfilhowed •that when extremelyJow temperatures had occurred, the water level, in the naturlj,loperation
of ';the re~ervoir, had always been drawn down 30 ft. or Illore from the crest of
the dam, which accounte,d for the good. condition of the ;con.crete in t4~upper
pOl'tion.•.of the ,arches." 'l'h~ flood stages of ;Rush Ol'eek, whi~h ar~due,lJ,hn.ost
en.tirelyto melting snow, occur in, May, June, an.d<July;confileq:uently, th,e
reservoir, is •drawn down', before the low teIllperlJ,tures pf ,the following ,win.ter
occur., 'l'hebuttresses" not being subjected to water pressure at ,apy point, were
unaffected. Those parts of the bottoms of the arphes ,which were}:mt lit;tle
affected" were undoubtedly protected from, extreme low temperatures by, a' snow
;blanket drifted against their relJ,r faces. This conclusion is substantiated by
a similar experience of The ,Nevada Oalifornia Power "Oompan.y with ,a simp~e
intake dam on Bishop Oreek built of thin sections which were similarly affe~t~d
by low temperatures un.til t,he sections back 0'£ thecon.crete w,ater face were
filled with earth.
.
Because of the developments just described, it becomes, of, particular interest
to inquire into the history and quality of the Concrete which was affect~d.,As
noted by Mr. Jorgensen,* the arches were .of 1 : ,2; 4 concrete, the actuaLratio
of sand to cement being vaned with the size of theaggr,egates, buiin allpases
1i"bbl. ofceinent per cu. yd. of aggregates were used. The rock was crushed
in, Ii gyratory crusher and separated into three sizes, by a revolving screen
havingli,' '£, and 1-in. meshes. The rejects from the screen ,went into a jaw
crusher set to give a maximum sizeof',2 in. A sand deposit along the shore
'of Gem Lake ,was used. Mr. Jorgensen describes the sand, as follows:
"This sand was first pumped, al1dlater 'shoveled, from tlle lake, and
transPorted to a storage pile near the mixing plant., This lake sand, which
contained 3i% of clay and 1% of dirt, Was mixed with the sand from the rock
crusher (all particles being less than i in. in diameter) in the proportion of
about three-fourths of lake 'sand!itoone-foul'thof crushed rock sand. This
?:a,vea, y~ry ~09~ combiI)-ation, boFh as to ~trengthand 'VI'at~.r-tightness."
Oompression t~sts, on. 6e in.cylinder speQi Ill el1s; made. as the work progressed,
showed an average strength, of approximately l}OO lb. pel) sq. in. fo),'crushin.g
• Transactions, Am. 80c;0. liJ,., VoL LXXXI (1917), p. 879.

FIG. 7.-ExPLORATION IN REAR FACE OF GEM DAM EXPOSING RloUNn'ORCEMENT.
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at the age of 14 days. Ooncrete was distributed to the different arches and
buttresses with two-wheeled push carts and short chutes with "the minimum
opportunity for separation.
Before construction was begun, the design was reviewed by the J. G. White
Engineering Oorporation, and a representative of this Oorporation also later
reviewed and favorably commented on the work in the field.
REMEDIAL METHODS

The conditions described had developed by the spring of 1924. The preceding winter had been one of almost record low precipitation; It was evident that the run-off would not be sufficient to fill the reservoir and that
repairs, if carried out during this one field season, could be completed without
the loss of any stored water. On the other hand, repairs extending through
two seasons might necessitate wasting considerable water and thus result in
a financial loss which should be directly added to the cost of repairs. It
should be noted that 1 acre-ft. of water stored in this reservoir is capable of
producing 1 200 kw-hr.
Serious consideration was given to the problem of providing It rock-fill
back of the concrete structure and utilizing the existing concrete arches as
the water-tight face of the rock-fill dam to be thus constructed. Although
a rock-fill dam, with its ready drainage, is very desirable at a location such
as this, two objections to this method of repair were at once evident. The
great quantity of rock necessary could not be placed in a single season,
possibly not in two seasons, but, even more important, it was hardly probable
that such rock-fill could be placed by ariy practicable methods so that it would
not settle away from the concrete arches and allow them to continue to withstand the full pressure of the water until after they had actually failed.
It was finally decided that the best method of repair would be to pour a
concrete gravity section back of each of the arches, extending it up to within
30 ft. of their tops. The section adopted is shown in Fig. 8. To have carried
the section higher would have required greater quantities than could have been
poured in a single field season. The upper 30 ft. of the existing arches and
the buttresses supporting them appeared to b"e in perfect condition and to
need no reinforcement. To clear up all doubts concerning the condition of
the upper 30 ft. of the existing arches, they were drilled and tested for hardness. Two samples were cut from what appeared to be the poorest sections
and were tested for strength in compression. The tests showed results of
1880 and 2170 lb. per sq. in., respectively. The normal operation of the
reservoir du"ring eight years had not subjected this part of the dam to water
pressure during seasons of extremely low temperature; and it is not probable
that future operating conditions will require that they be so exposed. It is
not improbable that a horizontal crack will develop in the existing arches
opposite the top of the gravity section, due to difference in rigidity of the
two types, but it is not believed that any serious results will be occasioned.
The two types will simply act independently and without serious leakage.
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It will be noted that the section added back of the arches is not only heavier
than standard profiles of gravity dams of similar height, but that,with the
added pressure due to the reservoir being. filled 30 ft. above the top of the
gravity section, the resultant falls well within the middle third· of the base,
and the maximum pressure at the down-stream toe does not exceed 5 tons per
sq. ft. (70 lb. per sq. in~). This is. a very light pressure for the excellent hard
rock foundation. In addition to the stability afforded by the gravity section,
it is necessarily arched in plan, following the 40~ft. ,arches of the structure
already existing. The section was also carried back to secure an excellent
bond against: ,the' countenorts of the buttresses. It is not believed that
stresses can be induced in the gravity section by pressures on the upper 30ft.
,of the dam, because such pressures will be transmitted direct to the buttresses.
Drains ·of precast porous blocks 12 in. square with 4-in. cores were placed
at the up~stJ)eam toe of the gravity section, and thus at the base of the rear
faces of,thearchesof the former multiple-arch dam and also along the springing linea of the' arches. These drains were connected t04-in. tile-drains laid
on a slope of 1 in 50.
OONSTRUCTION

The gravity. section was constructed by Dwight P. RobinsonandOompany,
Inc., E.O.':Macy,:M. Am. Soc. O.E., being in 'personal charge. The work
was begun in June, 1924, and approximately two months of the short available
field season was required for the installation of plant and equipment,consist'ingofrockcrusher,. aerialcableway, inclined tramway,.bunkers, decking, etc..
The tramway from the power-house at Silver Lake to a boat landing at
Agnew Lake, constructed in 1915, and previously mentioned, was again
utilized after extensive repairs. This tram was constructed of 36-in; gauge
trac~, and both 25-lb. and 16-lb. rails were used,the total length being 4 826 ft.,
the :maximum grade, 68%; and the vertical rise more than 1250 ft., with many
'curves and several trestles. A small flat car, H by 8ft., was used to carry
materials.. The ~-in. steelhaulirrg cable was attached to a single drum·hoist
driven by a100eh.p. electric motor. All construction equipment,. tools, c~mp
supplies, lumber r arid cement, was hauled up this incline; in fact, all material
used exceptsand'and rock. The usual load per trip was 5 tons. The maxie
Inurn load; the .jaw of the rock crusher, was 10 tons.' The most troublesome
load was tlie motor launch, 30 ft. long with 8-ft. beam, which had to be carried
on two flat cars and shifted several times while in transit becatlseOf small
clearances. In handling regular loads, such as cement, a round trip waJ!
ordinarily made in 50 min., including time for loading and unloading;
:MateriaTdelivered at the 'boat landing on Agnew Lake was loaded on a
barge (18 by 24 ft. by 3 ft. deep; capacity, 400 sacks of cement, orapproxic
mately20 tons)' and tOwed across 'Agnew Lake by a, launchdriven.by an
8-'li.p. nibtor.
,From the upper end of Agnew Lake, a double c track, 36-in. gauge, incline
railway was constructed to the conCl'Cting planf situated above the south end
ofGemDam.l3ecause of the precipitous rock slopes, it, 'was 'necessary to
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support this iramway on a trestle throughout· its length Of 1715 lin;' ft. 'The
grades varied from a niinimum of 10% to a maximum of 70%, and the total
elevation surmounted was almost 600 ft. The tracks were straight with'the
exception of one curve, haVing a 40-ft. radius and a 48t deflection angle,
located near the top; This tram not only carried the loads from thelo'wer
tramway; but also. all the rock arid" sand for concrete; Only the· southerly
track was used for hauling sand and rock, although the tracks were' located
so that either' could have been used. Sand and rock were hauled ina steel
trip car of 4 cu. yd; capacity, which, when loaded, weighed approximately 7
tons. The northerly track,whichwasusedforthe transportation' of cement,
lumber, and camp supplies, was' :fitted with a small :flat car similar to that used
on the lower tram, Each car was hauled bya i-ill;. ,steel cable attached :toa
single drum hoist operated by a 100:h.p. electric motor. The motors/were
equipped with two speed controllers, a slow starting speed and a hauling
speed of 400 ft. per min. The rock car was able to make approximately 4
round trips per hour. It is estimated that 26428 tons of materials were
hauled by this double incline during the short field season.
It was hoped that suitable rock could be found near and above the elevation
of the top of Gem Dam, but final examinations showed the most suitable
rock available for both the' crushed ro'ck' aggregate' and for making sand, to
be a deposit of broken granite located below the dam 'and' aerossAgIlew Lake.
Laboratory tests of samples of this rock showed it to' be eIitirelysatisfactory.
To transport·· this' rock across Agnew' Lake, acableway waS constructed from
the rock'pit to the crushing plant which was at the foot of theUpf16rincIine.
The rock was excavated >and conveyed to the loading bunker by a Ii-cu. yd.
Bagley grader operated by a double drum hoist equipped with a 7~-'h.p. electrlc
motor and ~-in. hauling and haulbacklines.
The' overhead cableway between the rock pit and the rock-crushing plant
required a span between supports of 950 lin. ft., the span between anchors
being 1250 lin. ft. The anchor at the end above the crushing planicomprised
aset·offour2~in. eye"boltsgrouted in holes drilled 'in a rock ledge about 300ft.
back of the plant. A single~sheaveblock was laced byiCin. :wire 'ropeit'o
each of these eye-bolts, and a 4-sheaveblock was laced to another single"
sheaveblock.acting as a thimble for attaching the carrying cable. The4-sheave
block· was about 50 ft. from the eye-bolts' and was laced continuously through
each of these single-sheave blocks with the loose end of the cable clipped back
onitsEllf.Whenever· an adjustment for height wasriecessary;this .loose end
Fas attaclied to the hauling line' for the cableway car arid any slack was taken
up by power.
The anchor back of the rock pit consisted of a "deadinari" and headframe of round timbers back-filled over with about 100 tons of'I'ockThedead
enddf the cable was clipp'edaround a 36-in. log and carried up through'the
head-frame, where a 6-sheave block allowed adjustments for height. ,11h¢
hauling hoist was on the mountain side to the rear of the rockccrushing plant
and directly under the carrying cable. Itwasdesigned·to .operate· the carat
aline speed of500 ft. permiJi. lTheha;ulback hoist was set 'in thehead~frame

FIG. lO.-FoRM WORK FOR ARCHES AND
CONCRETE SPOUT FOR CONVEYING CONCRETE FROM OVF.RHEAD DECK.

F~G. l1.-VIEW OF AGNEW LAKE, SHOWING LANES KEPT OPEN THROUGH ICE FOR
PASSAGE OF LAUNCH AND BARGE.
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oftherQck-pit anchor. The erection of the original carrying cable, which
was 2<1; in. In diameter, was a difficult task requiring the laying of the cable
across the lake by utilizing the barge and motor, attaching the end at the
rock-pit anchor, and pulling it up to p()sition by use of the hauling hoist and
rope. The original cable stranded soon after it was put in operation and was
. replaced by a: H-in.Lariglay, ste~l-core cable, which was much more easily
handled. ,Pontoons. across the lake, con~tructedby securing in position beneath
theclnrying cable a number of small logs held in position by i-in. wires, pre~
ventE:ldth~ hauliIig lines from dropping down in the lake and catching under
rocks.
. .
Th~ concrete mixing plant was located above the south end of Gem Dam.
Frorilthis point a trestle and deck was constructed over the top of the dam to
serve·as a platform on which to push the concrete in·· dump cimi of the Kopple
type to the point of pouring. Fig. 9 is a view of part of the equipment and
camp, showing the inclined double tramway, bunkers, decking, etc. The concrete
was dumped through platform hoppers into elephant trunk chuting 16 in. in
diameter and conveyed to place in the forms. Owing to the use of large aggregate, it was difficult to handle concrete which showed a slump of less than
2~ in. without clogging the chutes, even with the steep slopes used. A concrete
inspector made frequent slump tests and attempted to keep all the concrete
of such consistency as to show. a little less than a 3-in. slump. A. cement
bag shaker was utilized and 1 sack of cement was recovered from each 58.4
sacks shaken.
A total quantity of 12 004 cu. yd. of concrete was added to the dam and
16425 bbl. of cement, or 1.368 bbl. per cu. yd. of concrete, were used. The
approximate proportions of the mix were 1 part cement, 3 parts sand, 3 parts
crushed stone Ct in. to H in.) and 1.84 parts cobbles. Compressive tests of
concrete samples showed an average strength of 2400 lb. per sq. in. at an age
of 28 days, and 3 440 lb. per sq. in. at an age of 3 months.
.
Weather conditions permitted continuance of the work somewhat longer
than usual, and the last concrete was poured on November 15, 1924. Fig. 10
shows the form work for the arches and the concrete spout for conveying
concrete from the overhead deck. Fig. 11 is a view of Agnew Lake showing
the lane kept open through the ice for the passage of the launch and barge.
CONCLUSIONS

To prevent deterioration of concrete subjected to water pressure and extreme low temperatures, it is necessary that impervious concrete be obtained.
The slightest penetration of water will be followed by deterioration, further
penetration, and further deterioration.
Plaster coats, such as "Ironite", might be satisfactory except for hair-line
cracks which will be developed on any thin arch section by movement due
both to temperature changes and to loading and unloading the arches.
Under the difficulties imposed at this site and similar sites in very remote
high mountain areas, it is doubtful whether, under conditions of the present
day, impervious concrete can be obtained. Therefore, structures composed of
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thin sections of concrete should be protected from extremely low temperatures.
For such 'localities, the writers .believe· that a dam of the rock-fill· type .has
niany aavantages over dams of other types.
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DISOUSSION
J. Y; JEWETT," Assoc.M. AM. Soc.O.E. (by letter) ;-'-In the earlysumnier
of 1923, the writer was called on to examine the structure' referred to ill this
paper, and make a report on certain features of concrete construction related
thereto. The repairs, involving use of the "Ironite" process, wereat'that
time unaer way. Later, as mentioned in the paper, he was asked tdmake
some tests of water-proofing materials, with a view to finairig a suitableu'lethod
of treatment for water-proofing the up-stream face of the dam; a brief aescri~
tion of which tests may be of interest;
The first series of these tests was cdnfined principally to bituminous m~te
rials. >Engineers of the Company felt that the solution of the Iiroblem might'
lie in the use of some substance having the flexible and elastic properties of
this type of material, in contrast to rigid materials of the Portland ceIllerl.i
mortar type which readily crack and allow the entrance of wateruhder the
severe temperature changes of that locality. Thellain points tob~deter':
miIlea were: Durability under the prevailing' climatic conditions; 'resistan<ll3
to water pressure ;bondihg with the concrete' surface; and penetration intd
the pores of the concrete under pressure.
Manufacturers of water-proofing materials of this type were asked to furl
nish samples of products which they cduldrecommend as being esPecially
resistant to the range of temperature involved. The samples received were
classed in three groups, as follows:
(a) Solid. material, to be melted and applied hot.
(b) Liquid material, to be applied with a brush as a paint.
(0) Material in mastic or putty form, to be applied with a trowel.
ForpI'actically all the samples submitted, the use of a light asphaltic paint
as. a primer coat was prescribed, and this was generally furnished. with, the
sample..
...
.,...
In ~ests for resistance to water pressure, a pipe apparatus connected with
thEl c~ty; sy~telU wasuseq,on whiGh a pressure of 155 to 60 lb. Per sq. in. was
availab~e. . ThetEls~ specimenswEl re2 in.thiok an,d5 in.jndiaIlleter, ;ooa,.ted.
on top ~ith the,mttteri.al'tobo te~teq., .,These ,specime~s were,. boltedbEltween
plates, wi,tl1 ga,skets tp mltke a. j;ight jO~Ah Jeaving an area, 3, in. ,in ,qiam,ete;,
in. the center exposed. to wllterpressure, withproYisionfor. catching and •measuring any water coming. thropgh. To 'determine absorption u.nder pressure
and penetration into the poreso£ the concrete, specimens 6 in. hI diaIIleter.
and 4 in. high. entirely coated with the ~aterial to be tested. were immersed
in a closed tank under the ,!:lame pressure.Tl1e effect of variation of te~per
ature was observed by heating to 110° Fahr., and by exposure in cold storage
at slightly ,below O~ Fahr.
.
, All the materials except a light paint in. Group, (b) formed a coating
which was. water-tight under the pipe-pressure test. The tallk apparatus did
not prove to be adaptable to the purpose for which it :\'Vas used on, account
of the unbalanced condition caused by difference betweeh air in the pores of
• Testing' ;Ellgr.• City of 13an,piego, San Diego; CaJif.
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the concrete at atmospheric pressure and tiJihigher pressure maintained in
the tank. This produced rupture of the enclosing membrane, and caused
itt() puff outin small bubbles andpullaway from the surface oftheconotete.
In no case was there any penetration into the pores of the concretll•
., Under the, conditions prevailing at this dam, applic~tion ofthe materials
of Grpup .(a) would be difficult. Tpe hot .melted.material c,oolsvery quickly
o~striking the co.ld surface of the concr(:lte, and tends to stick to the tool
with whi~h it is being applie<i,and tqpullaw~ty from the 'iurface. in a. sheet.
The materials of Group (c),altlwugh possessing spongy, ela'iticproperties,
were in general too soft 'and easily abraded to ,forma. 'iatisf!lct,oryJcoatingi
and,soIIle of them.hecame .softer . underwater than in' the air... Under an
inc~~se.of temperatui'~up,t() 119° Fahr.. a few of. the, samples .remain~dlln"
changed, .but· the. general effe.ct. was to. 'ioften the! material,!llthough not .'iuffi~
ciently to cause flow or change of shape. .The specimens ,placed in col<i
storage weI'e. recently reIrloved!lfter ~)l~eyear's continuous exposure, .and were
practicl'lIly unchange<i in condition,)he,coati:p.gs showing no signor crackipg
orpeeling~ . To show the .effect of varying co:n.ditionspf temperature3,p;d
IIloistli.l'e .as.~xistillgat 'the structuI'e, .field ,exposure .tests would be.needed.
. The conclusion is that if material of. this,. type is used, it, should be ill
paint fOI'm, of the clas,sincluded .in Q-rpup (li). I;lome of the paints of:this
gr()llpar(;l of heavy consistepcY"abo,llt as,t:hick..as can pere,adily halldle,d with
~ .brush, ,and drY1Vith ah~rd,. smpothi tenacious coating. Among .the . several
s~niples havi~g these characteristics, a diffeI'ence inhardnes'i.and tenacity
under water immersion \Vas noticed. Trial of ~. c()mbinatiopcoating of such
a paint over themastics of Group (c) indicatedthat,>Vhile}etaining the
advantages of the fOrmer, some benefit would also accrue from. the' elastic
properiiesofthe latter..' ".
.....•.
.. . _
A second series of teSts was made on samples of general water-pro'ofing
conrpOlt:rids of the typeihtended tbbeapplied as surface coatings in paint
form. These materials, although showing properties which might be' useful
in ce~ta.ih ChlSSeS of work, did not developresultsund.er water pressure that
\Vouldrecomtilend them for the purpose in queStion... This. seriesi:ndu~ed
several brandS of the so-called water~propf, plastic, Portland cemeJ;lts now on
the' inark~t.! The plasticity of theseprpducts is doubtless of benefit as an aid.
to workability, irisome classes of work, but they did not,showwater-proo:fi:rig
qualities in these tests equal t() those ofstraightPorWllld cement. A marked
feature of these cements was their .low strength in cotnpressi-ve tests' of concrete,as compare,d. with straight. Portland .cement.
To the writer, in view of the results outlined, the problem seems. tOJ;larrow
down til ~ choice 'between two methods of treatment:
. .
~
.~,
l/'ir~t.-The use of bitu~inous paint of the type described. '" This,altBough
an ,.unusual. form of treatment for ,a structure pf this. kind,.gives, in<iications
pf furnishing an effective w!lter-pro()f coating at a relativel;ylow cost. If,
ho~ever it sho.uld need renewalfrom time to time,as~ay be the case, t~e
cost wo~ldbe a continuing item.'. . .
..,
.•..
.• • ' ,
.'
8econd.-Th~ use of a rortland ceIllent mortar or concrete coating of high
density, reinforced against ·temperatureeffects. Although the original cementr
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gun coating did not prove to be satisfactory, the usual pr6<iuct of. this process
is well known !IS a material of high density, and it should be· pOSSIble to apply
such a coating in this ca'ie.so as to o~t!lin advantage of this. feature; ?r the
procedure could be carried a step further, taking the fOI·m. of a coatmg .of
reinf0l'ced conc~ete, similar to that of which the. walls of the. concrete ShIPS
are built. Without entering intod~scussion of this type of ship in general,
it may be not~d that they have shown the possibility of concrete construction
in thin walls, of high density. As an alt~rnative to the use· of Portl!lndce~ent
in this proposed mortar,or ~oncrE;ltec.oating, the use of aquick-hardemng,
high-stre~gth cement .of. the newly developed "alumina" type deserves consideration.
With reference to the discussion by the authors of the concrete in the
original structure. it was evidentlyconsi4(ill'eq th!ltthe'Y0rk>va~ of a g~od
grade of qoncI'ete construction, and that:the gumte faclllg could be r:hed
upon for water-tightness. Tests of the concrete, .however, as reported by
L. R. Jorgensen, M. Am. Soc. O. E., and as obtained on the specime~s taken
from th~ structure in, 1.~~4,'ihow a low compressive strength for. the mlxused.
One feature contributing to this judging from the writer's ob~ervation, was
the presence in the rock used as, ~~gregate-wl:1i.ch was obtaine<i. from material
near. thesite of thework-Of. thill, flat,. s~opth,-surfa?(:ld pieces, which WOllld
have somewhatth~ ~ame effeqt. in.- concrete a~niiqa in a sand mort!lr, The
author'i, 'i desqribing .the ·ne\V'construct.i,on,.refer.~o.thes(3leption .of '~'J1lpre
ll
suitable rock at some distance frOm th~, <lap1,site.
, '. . Experience with this stglCture illdi~!ltestl;tat concrete. to be used under
similar conditions should b.e '" of what' ~ay be termed . !I super-excellertt grad(:l.
This raises thequesticm ?f the adequacy of the. ordinaryeqntract 'iystem (with
its natural emphasis 6n'speed ofoperation and profit fol' th,econtractor) to
meet such a.' condition. From the point of view pf a test~ng engineer, who,
from his study of materials,. perhaps realizes. more fully tpapothers the possibilities inherent in concrete as' a construction. material,a .IIlore effectivl:)
method would be to place such work directly in charge of .!In engineer familiar
with the problem and give him a free hand to obtain the results desired. This
is subject, of cOUrse, to tne limitation that there be no waste or ne~d:ess
expense; but it does leave such a man free to devote his energies to obtammg
these results, rather than to expend them in more or less futile inspection
.,efforts underthe contract system.. ..' ..•.
' .. '
..' .
'i
I,. R. JORGENSEN,t M .. AM. Soc. O~~. (py lettel').-The di~tintegrati.()n.of
thetlliddlo zone of the arches in theGeJIl LakeD~D?,: has naturally givep gre~tt
COIF1(:l(lt'n t~rthe writer, as he \Vas resp()p.sible !orthe design and ?()nstrllction
of. thi!l d(lr~ nine yearsago;he has therefore be(:ln seekill~ earnestl~,ror,atrue
OXpl£l:tHlt;{on' of this rapid deterioration. ... . . . ....
'.,
.i
'.IUOOtlCl·ctO. con~ists- simply of rock, sand, ceIJ:lent, and water, thepr()blem
iff HIili~()d to Hie in~estigati?n of these. four materials, asid~fromthe mi~ing
£Ind. A'orHJn'ltIW(;l'1mlllllship. . At the tim~ of the conssruetion of the d,am and
ls'o~ Rush ,. Creek,' c;'!itorni;''', Trqnsactions, A'P-'8,0C'

9, ~ .n v:~!:
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The smaU,white depo£;lits often seen on the do:wu~stream face of dams

also as late as June, 1923, these materials were imaJyzed and tested frequently.
The following notes on the tests are taken from a report made by the Noble
Inspection Bu-reati. (now Abbot A. Hanks, Incorporated, San Francisco, Calif.) :
" Water from Gem Lake

Parts per Million

Sulphates (as Na 2 S0 4 ) • • • • , • • • • • , • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • •
Chlorides (as NaOl);., ..•..•.... ;
:....
Carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) • • • • • • • • • • • ; . :• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ;;

·

None
2.90
2.20

"As thesulphates, chlorides, an<learbon 'dioxide were present in sucha
very small amount, it was not necessary' to make further' analysis in conneCtion with the investigation of deposit on the concrete. This water isunusua:lly
.
pure."
Relative to crushed rock, the report states:
"We [Noble Inspection Bureau] treated the sample of cru~hedrock to
determine its solubility in water. The results indicate that the calcium carbonate deposit on the down-stream, ·surface of the dam does not originate from
this rock.'"
The . sandusMwas found along the shore ()ft~~ naturalGem Lake, which
was lowereda~o~t,15 ft.,. whe~' ,excav~tingf~r th.e .dam foundation. ,Appr()~i
mately; o~e-half. this sand required wasliingin ordert~, eliminate excesses of
clay and Veget3cbl~matter. Bothm()rtarbriquettes ,and cornpression.speciIllells
were made of the local sandimd of:siandard Ot~awa~and,caJ:ldthelocal s~nd
was' washed .wh~llever it gave results below th~ standard 'in:. comprepsion an'-d
below 90% of the ~tandard in tension. Tluee killdsof sa.nd 'W~re used: A
semi-silicious,a. basaltic,and a granite sand. trom the~ock ,cru~her. The
latter waSmixed with the sand f~olll the ~woJ:latllral deposits.. '.
Th:e original !lt~ucturewasbuilt bytheDuncallsonHarrelsou CoIllpany, o,f
'SanFr~ncis~o'1Vhieh Company.ha,d hadlarge experience in concrete work aIld
built a good strllCtlue., Thewa,ter coutentswere kept to ,a minimum for reinforced water-tight concrete.. It is .tr~e that. ~he ,c;ruf>hing strength of the concrete was not quite as high as ordinarily would be expected for:the richness
of the mix used. There are two reasons for this: First, concrete in reinforced arches which has to be water~tight can not be deposited as dryas
required for maximum strength. In a gravity dam where men can work
directly on the newly deposited concrete a slump of 3 in. can be used, but for
reinforced concrete in forms, where the concrete can only be reached with
long-handl~dtools, a slump of approximat~ly 5in. Illustbeused to obtain
\Vater-tight concrete. Secon4ly, the spape ()f the crushed rock was somewhat
elongated. The. stresses used in the design were conservatiYe,.a~d •therefore
the structu'~~was nev~r over-stressed due to the .water lo,ad.
.
When thddam was':firstsubjected to water,pre~~ure-it.was,remarkaply tight.
The, :first time the writer ob~e1vedaJ:lything wrong was>aboutthree years .after·
completion. ,A verypeaviY \VNt~ depPf>it (l()J:l~isting ofpraQtieally pure calcium
carbonate was ,noti()ed on tpedo.wn~streamface/30 ft. below the crest. It is
almost impo~sible elltirely to a~~idthiswhite depqsitoJ;lthedowncstream face
of' th~ dam,' ~t l~ast in moist ~pots, but in this case the d~posit was too heavy
to be harmless and' kept increasing.
;'
. .
"f
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originatingm~relyf~om theleachinp; of thefree lilll13 in the cement, or trow

whatever laitance there may be in theconstructiouj()int~;are harmless" but
when these materials have leached, out and appearoIi the d~Wn~st~am.f>id~
in the formof calcium carbonate, the process should sto~and.~ot4ing further
should happen. In-the case oft~e GemLakeDam the process,uev.erstoppedr
it seems that in the zone~ubject to water pressure the ceme~t itself broke
down during the coldest weather. Where else could the large deposit bome
from~
,
The cement had passed the usual test: Itmight, however, have been
slightlyunderburned Without being lloticed, causing it to be at the poinf(jf
unstability' when exposed to the severe cold. Under ordinary conditiollsthe
concrete undoubtedly would have kept its strength, but' under the severe
climatic conditions imposed on it in the middle zone, it deteriorated and lost
its entire strength.
The deterioration started at the construction joints, 'as they were naturally
the weakest points in the structure, but if the leaching had only been COll~
:fined to whatever laitance. or free lime, there might have been ,in the, joints,
the process would soon, have, stopped. Fig. '1 shows, clearly that the
deterioration of the (joncr13te was not confined W the joints. A zone 30ft.
high, beginning 30 ft. below the crest and 13xtending all the way acrOSf> the
structure, was subject to heavy frost while the water level fluctuated bet~een.
the two levels. In this zone the concrete is practically uniformly deteriorated,
whereas above and below it is stiUingoodcondition,
If the sand had been the cause of the poor showing of the concrete, it bOuld
be expected that there would have been good and bad spots of the material,
as three kinds of sand were used, sometimes washed and sometimes-unwashed.
An analysis of the deposit on the Gem Lake Dam shows the following :
Perc'entage

Silica (Si0 2 ) • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '" •
0.76
Iron (Fe) .. ;
,."
,
.
0.05
Alumina (AI 2 0 3 ) ••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •
0.39
.
Calcium carbonate (Ca00 3 )
97.44
0;11
Magnesium carbonate (MgC0 3 ) • • • • . • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • •
1'·

TotaL

.';

'......

98.75

showing that the depo~itis practically ail palcillm carbonate.,
,rnasmuch asthe' d~posit continued to' accunmlate, it. was due, inth~
writer's opinion, to the cemeI).t brea,king do1V~ gradually and the lime in th~
ceme~,t be\Ilg leacped outco~tinuallY: The time of actual breaking dowp.was
i
during the ,coldestweather.'
,'. ',' . ' .'.. ' .. , ' .' ',' .,.' .• ' .. ', ,.., ,,' .
The Ag~ew Lake l)am, built of practically the same,lnaterial on the', same
stream, but~OO ft. lower ill elevadon, is' still in ftrst-class condition. The
water level' in'thisrese~voir, however, 'is 'not'appreciably 10wered"durlIlf'the
cold season, and snowdrifts protect the down-st':rea:rh fade to' it.~-reatfextellt
from the extreme cold weather.
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.
'Three years'agd(1922) the 'writer actedas?(:msulting;EIigi~eeron a
m~ltiple-arch dam then, being built in :Northern Swede on the River Ltileaa,
ll
5bmiles'northOf the A~cticOircle., ,Two dallls of adesignsimila{' to,the ,Gem
L,ake'Daln wel'econstr~ctedat a loc.ation where at times the temperature drops
to5bo Fahr.bel?w zero., Both damshavebeeriin use for two yea~s;they are
being carefully watch,ed for frost ~ction, but so far none ha~ appeared..· .
. These d.~ms are provided with a back-fill. of earth' on the down-stream s~de
for 'a short distance up. The back-fill was put in to protect the lower arch
portion, against .the very low temPl3ratur~. and. conseCl,uellt c<;>ntractionnear
the, £qoting. wher~, the arches arefi~ed to the rock. Whe upper pqrtiqn of tl:Ie
d~wn~stream
The
",'.,;
'.:>","
.' . face' is' stilL uncovered and,therefore, open to inspection.!
water level fluctuates during the cold season.
On recen,t designs of multiplecarch dams, the writer has: favorably considered arches of 50 ft. span, instead. of 40 ft. A greater thickness of·archis
necessaTy, but this should lnake it possible to keep the construction joints tight,
just by care£ul workmimship, without plasteTingthe up-stTeam side. When
an' arch is so: thin that heavy fTostcan penetTate the concrete and· cause freeze
ing on the water side below the water level in the reseTVoir, it cauhardly be
expeCted that a plaster; face will have: a lon~ life; the adhesion is's~ldOn1
100%, and reliance for wilter-tightnesstherefore should beplacedas'much' as
possible in the concrete itself. .
.
.
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WALTER H. WUEELER,'* M; AM. Sao. O... E. (by letter).'---:-Thedescription
qf '. the :Gem. Lake· Dam is inteTesting;. J)Ut .the .disintegration .of •the, coUdrete
i;n,the stnl()ture by£rost can be teadilyexplained.
II;l thedescriptiori ,0£ the aggregates two facts aremeniionedwhich would
account for the difficulty, ,. ·0ne of these facts is that the lake sand used iIi the
concrete,contained 31% of clay and 1% of diTt, and the other that the screenings from, the Tock crusher were mixed with the lake sand in the P,foportion of
1: 3. Presumably, the blue limestone, Teferred to as the country TO,ck at the
dam site,..was used in the concTete without removing the, dllstwhich ~sulted
from t:\lecrushing operation. It is the writer'sexperiE)n()~thatcon!lrete made
of aggre~ates which contain clay and dirt will npt resist frost action, and
also that limestone dust is very detrirriental to the durability of concrete, also
that concrete made with ceTtain varieties of limestone aggregate will be quickly
disintegrated by frost. The w~iter pas o~seTved many. ~xamples of, the disintegration (by frost) of concrete inwhiclI similar a9pegates have beenu.sed,
und also' many. examples of.concret~,made with clean d;rrableaggregates,';Whi(jh
have resisted the frost undl;)~ equally. tTying c()ndi~ions .. He does not h~sit~ttl'
th~refore, to assign aflea~t' a paTt of the trouble on:theG~mLa~e J:)a.Wtp
the aggreg~te,s :used in tIle cOIlCrete~I£conAr~te is to j}e exposedt();fr:?,st the
~ggregl1tesmustbecaref~ll!selected witl1 thatpqssibility i.n mip.d.
'. There may alsq be otlIer contri,butorysa,l,ls,"s whi~h ,are nOfso ,appareI;lt
from the publi,~hed g,escriPtiop..
.
" Designing and Cons. Engr., Minneapojiii;i,MiIin.

O. A. P. TURNER;'" M. AM. SOO.. O. E.(by,letter).-This paper should
prove of much value to the profession in calling pointed.a.ttention to that
particular kind of conorete which will not withstand frost action, namely,
concrete compounded ofsand as fine aggregate contaiI;ling 3~% pf clay. and
1% of dirt. The broad conclusion that concrete disintegrates iJ:1likemaI;ln~r
when inade with suitable aggTegate is not warranted from this example. Good
initial resistance to compressiqI;lof sample specimens is tooofteI;l mistaken as
a determinant of frost resistance although in no wise related thereto.
For purposes of discussion, the concrete utilized in the construction of
dams may be classified as (a) structural cOncrete; and {b).mass cqnorete.
Hollow dams (such as the. original Gem Lake design), flat slab dams, and the
like represent Olass (a), while the mass concrete of the gravity type present
examples of Class (b).
That frost disintegration occurs in Olass (a) concrete because of the relative thinness of the section, but<doesnot occm in Olass (b) concrete because
of its greater thickness, is apparently the deductions of the authors fTom the
single experience described' and discussed.
In certain slabs of reinforced ccmcTete dams much thinner than the Gem
Lake section and exposed at times to temperatures of 50° below zero,or lower,
no material disintegration by frost has occurred in twelve years or Illore,
whereas in some strlictures of the gravity type with far thickersectioI;ls,
in which care had not been used to secure clean aggregate, ihewriter has
observed· disintegration by frost;
The importance of the question at issue lies in thil fact that the strucim~]
c~mcrete dam may commonly be safely built at a much lower cost than a dam
of. the mass concrete type. Many ilTigationprojects are rendered commercially feasible by using the economic dam structure whereas they would be
la.okingin feasibility with the more expensive gravity types. The disintegration of mass concrete, orthe thinner section of concTete,by frol'!t a.PPears to
tho writer as one of progressive action whioh may render even the massive
,sf:nlCfan'Cl. unsa.fewithina period shorter th~ ,itsexpectE)d life. Hence, the
.IW(!(l °fcf\~'cin thesel~stionof cOI;l(~retelIlatl;)riali3 ",:\lether in the. bridge pier
or dum st,'ucture exposed to theelemep.ts.. 'The ,additional.qrst cost' of washing
aggregate is. always small compared to, the cost of
has not be!3n exercised.
.,

~JJlIOMA8 ::Jf. ,W(CKI.IN,-/' M.AM. Soo. O.E. (by letter).'-'-There is atpresen:t
underconatl't.tctioldl'om thCl writer's designs multiple·arch dam about 300ft.
long. and aa :ft. rrHtxirrnmJ.hcighl;, 'and the subject is, therefore, of great interest
to him.
ManYCJOnCl'eteEitl'ucf:mes, including dams, are deterioratiD.'gwith the aid
.of moisture ·and. fr'ost ,l1n<1 it iss-enerally impossible to fix the cause with' c~r
tainty. 'l~he author.s cnlLftttention for the.first:time.:in a .pointed way to the
fact that theimrnel'secl side ofl~ tihin,expo~cd wall of concrete is' iii the same
danger from the fOI~mation of dcli' .crystals in its ,p.oros under the influence of

a

·"Oons. ·Elngr.,
Minn.
t Oons, Engl;." Nev; Yori,; ,N. Y.
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'Cold coming through from the dry side of the stru.ctureas the side not imrnersed ofa thick, 'leaky wall.
Deterioration Was expected and occurred in the 'mortar lining 6f uncovered
steel pipe, but here the exposure was severe as only a thin plate of steel intervenedbetwee'n the outside cold and the saturated mortar lining only 2 in.
thick.
Filter roofs, 6 in. or mor~ in thickness, covered with about 2 ft. of earth,
are often wet with condensed moisture and sometimes'Per~it thin ice to be
formed OIl the water below, showing that the air which touches them is, at
least,as cold as the unfrozen water against a thin dam. The writer has Ilever
noticed deterioration in the lower surface of such filters. None of these filters
was in a region of extreme cold.
In the United States some concrete stand-pipes have deteriorated outside
from leakage and freezing, but the writer does not recall deterioration inside
although the concrete was porous and had to be water-proofed on the inside
to prevent further damage outside. The French have constructed some of
these stand-pipes that seem to have no imperfections from leakage or frost.
These stand-'pipesi again, are not in semi-Arctic regions ; a]so, there is more
or less circulation' of water.
'
The Stony River Dam in West Virginia is a hollow dam of theArnbursen
type; ,It is at itnelevation of about 3 000 ft. and experiences very severe winterscoinpared with most places in the East. Ice forms on the inner faces of
the hollow. Deterioration has occurred on the water face, although mostly
high up in the zone of fluctuating water levels.
The, writer has been advising onthe repair oia gravity concrete dam. The
concrete has deteriorated' both on the water face and on the' down-stream' face.
Disintegration down stream is apparently due to leakage and freeziIlg;that
up,streaIiI, siriiilarly,' is apparently due to saturation and freezing. The concrete is about 1:3 : 5 and rather po?r.Se~eral hundred thousand dollars will
be expended in repair is. The safety of the dam has not yet been endangered
by deterioration., .The interior is sound.. This'is o1;11y one qf many dams that
have' sho",n •signs. pf 'surface,·disintegration. ,Only good stone masonry seems
exempt, and that needs r~pointing in SOl;ne cases.
'
"
It is not agreeable to 'coIltemplate thatiri spite of aU care, ,co,ncrete structures so often fail to endure. ' The writer started thirty years ago with the feeling that the place for concrete was underground. Unfortunately, stone for
stone ma~onryjs ,notoften·available at areasonable price and the advent of
'concrete was the begiJ,ming of, the decline fin the supplyof stone masons. .Engineers are often forced to use concrete where its expectation of life may be' Comparatively limited, or at least doubtful, because stone would cost so much inore
that the concrete'strllcture'couldbe often renewed at a less total capital cost.
"Hope springs eternal" 'also that vigilance will produce concrete of such quality
.that it will be among the structures exempt from major deterioration.
ArnoIlgthose who are engaged in research 'on cement and cOIlcreteare some
who lay the deterioration of concrete to the use of too little cement. In the
Gem Lake Dam only 1.5 bbl. per cu. yd. were used. Perhaps 1.75 oy 2 bb1.
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would,have shown different results. Some old structures with even less ceme~t
are still without blemish, it is true, but this may have been duetoextraordinarily good sand and proportioning.
,
The writer chose a multiple-arch dam for the case mentioned at the beginning of his discussion because rock foundation was found neal' the surface a~d
other conditions made it by considerable the cheapest type, except possibly Ii
slab dam. About 1.6 bbl. of cement pel' cu.' yd. are being used in the piers and
1.75bb1. in the arch which is only 1ft. thick. Even with ,this thickness the
stress is only about 150 lb. per sq. in. from water pressure alone and it is still
(October,1925) very low, with scarcely any tension, with extreme conditions
of temperature. It is a flexible structure and no joints need slip to provide
for temperature changes. It was hoped to make the dam tight by the excellence
of the concrete, but in addition a complete water-proofing of asphalted fabric
and asphalt, covered with mastic for protection against ice, is to be provided.
The circulation of water in the reservoir will be fairly vigorous and the climate
is that of the New York region, that is, generally free from prolonged
intense cold.
In their struggles to avoid one set of difficulties, human beings are prone
to run into others just as serious. Nature will not be altogether circumvented.
Ail earth dam with generous slopes, paved water slope, grassed down-stream
slope, masonry core, and well-drained toe cornes as near to being apart of the
landscape in permanence as can be produced by man, yet it requires a generous
masonry spillway for its protection and perhaps fails by overtopping when the
record storm for the region OCCurs, The masonry dam' even partlydisintegrated may safely withstand overtopping at such a time.

O. H.HowELL,* M. AM. Soc. O. E. (byletter).-Thispaper is an,exceed~
ingly instructive one. The writer believes with the authors that "all the
story is not yet told" concerning multiple-arch dams; he would also include
all flat slab dams.
The smaller volume of concrete contained in these hollow types, as compared with ordinary gravity and arch sections, has often led to their erection
at sites utterly unsuited to th,em. To expose thin concrete slabs or thill arches
to high water pressures and low temperatures is inviting ultimate failul,'e. It
,is a misuse of types of dams which have a definite, although rather limited, use.
Like all innovations, these hollow types of dams have their over-enthusiastic
supporters who can see no merit in the older types and strenuously insist 01;1·
multiple-arch or flat slab designs for every site. The history of the Gem Lake
Darn will probably diminish SOme of this enthusiasm. The writer knows of
0110 qther. dam, a flat slab structure, which ,is deteriorating in the same manner
alii the..GemLake Dam. Both these dams were erected in climates that are, too
oold.

Ill. W. :LANE,tM. AM. Soc. O. E. (by letter).-Since many dams of the
l1mlti:ple'l.ll'oh and 'Ambursen types have not been seriously affected by frost
action,thetrouble at the Gem Lake Dam does not seem to be inherentindanis
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with thin concrete walls. I tdoes serve,hdwever,< to emphasize a possible
source of weakness,and the necessity of' much more than ordinary predlutions
in the construction of such dams, especially,in cold :climates.
A few years ago, the writer inspected a large gravity dam in which'the
concrete was disintegrating in a ,maIlllervery similar to that at Gem Lake;
The dam was constructed by competent engineers, but within a few
years the concrete began to disintegrate and; when inspected, had scaled off
in places' to a depth ' of '·as .much· as6 .in. 'and could readily ,be dug. :With ,a
lmifefor some distance frQm the surface, i:)eing .about'asresistant as come
pact graveL ,The writer was informed that the cause of the trouble was the
Ilmes~one aggregate. This had· been brought fi-om a considerable' distance;
as the local stolle was unsuitable. It had passed all the ordinary tests, but
an examination to determine tbecauseof the disintegration, had revealed that
the limestone was filled with microscopic veins of shale which broke down
on exposure to the weather. Had this material been used in 'a dam with
thin, sections, it would certainly have necessitated reconstruction..
The fact that the buttresses of the Gem Lake Dam were not affected
sfrongly points to> the. water as being an element in: the cause of disintegration,.but this does. not .prove that it was not the q)lality of ,the aggregate that
was the primary cause of the difficulty.• In his description oftheeonstruction
of .this da1ll, Mr. JorgePEien·X-·states th~t, .inthe:lqwer.part, Jim(jston.(jfro1ll
the outlet tunnel was used fort4e aggr(jgate. Is it not possible that the Jime,-:
stone aggreg}lte, was, the cause of the trouble, and that 'th(j reason. the upper
part was not affeote.d waEi because it was constructed ,withgraniteagg~egate?
The writer believes that; the materials (jnteringinto 'the ,constructio:uof
a. multiple-arch or buttressed dam should be subjected toa much more critical examination than for a dam of gravity section. He would suggest subjecting the aggregate and moulded speciinensof concrete to a considerable
number of alternate freezings and thawings. This should not be! difficult'
with the small mechanical refrigerators which are coming rapidlyint6 lise:
Inriorthern climates it could be readily done in winter.by natural meanS;
The danger resulting from disintegration ofriJ.ultipIe"archdams was caUed
to the writer's <attention by an inspection which he made of a dam of this
type in OentraI New York. This dam (Fig. 12) consisted of three vertical
arches supported by buttresses, flanked by an, ogeegravity' spillway section
at one end and a gravity section abutment at the other. The concrete had
disintegrated badly in places (Fig.. 13), especially at the springing line of
arches aD.dat a crack (probably caused by temperature) which 'extetided'
down the crown of each·ofthethreearches; The construCtion joints were
also seats of attack. The disintegration was notconflnedto the arches; but
included also the buttresses and the ogee spillway section. The Writer under"
stands that this dam has been repaired, but is not aware what method
used.

FIG.

12.-MULTIPLE-ARCH DAM IN CENTRAL NEW YORK, DOWN-STREAM FACE,
SHOWING DISINTEGRATION.

the

was

E. J. W AUGH,t M. AM. Soc. O. E. (by letter) ,~In any dis:cui'\sion involving
disintegration in cohcretethe.first question that naturaUyarises is what was
• Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., VoL',I,XXXI(191.71 ,p;'S68.
t Constr. Engr., The Nevada-California Power Co. and Southern Sierrlj.s.. p'o;wer "Co.,
Riverside,. Calif.

FIG

13 -Dl'JTAIL 01' DOWN-STREAM FACE, MULTIPLE-ARCH DAM
. (LE'E'T BAY IN FIG. 12), SHOWING EXTENT OF SPALLING.
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the quality of the concrete before deterioration commenced. If the up-stream
face had been absolutely water-tight and· had remained so, it maY,be assumed
that the original concrete in the Gem Lake Dam would have given satisfactory
service, as no deterioration apPears in the buttresses. Also,> the arches, where
not subjected to freezing when filled with water; are not'senously affected as
to structural strength, as is evidenced by compressive test samples taken in
1924.
The failure of the gunite .coating, to absolutely prevent moisture" from getting in back of the top skin was the primary cause of the trouble. During the
long season of freezing temperatures, extending from September for October
to April or May, any moisture admitted would freeze and inexpanding.would
either loosen the material at the face or tend to enlarge the pores' thxoJlghout
the mass. This operation repeated itself each time the weather ,warmed enough
to thaw. After seven winters, slabs of gunitecoatingof all sizes had been
loosened; that this was not due to faulty bond offhe. g~ite is ,proved in part
by the fact that often a thin layer of concrete adhered to thegunite when it
was forced loose from the arch.
The quality of the concrete and the character·of the bonding at construction joints has a direct bearing on the rapidity of disintegration, but: it is
doubtful whether any concrete would resist such freezing conditions indefinitely, It is inconceivable that any concrete will prevent the penetration of
moisture. With temperatures: that will cause ieeto form·underwater' on·the
,reservoir face of the wall,any saturation of the wall whatever will cause damage. Either some facing must be provided that will be wateHight to the
extent of allowing no moisture to reach the concrete'or else the'dam should
be backcfilled or otherwise insulated against cold. In the original construction
a water-tight metal up-stream form would be the>most satisfactory solution.
It could be asphalt dipped, or otherwise treated, so that it wouldnof rust
against the concrete and it could be repainted when necessary on the' up-stri:Mm
face and maintained in water-tight condition at comparatively little cost.
Such a form could be designed with expansion joints. In thiswaythecoricrete in the. arches could be kept dry and the full strength would'remainso_
long as the up-stream metal. facing 'were maintained. water-tiglit.
would be
impracticable to carry the metal form below the ground line,but at ihis point
it would be a simple matter to fully protect it by backc:fill and stilllea~e the
structure open for observation.
.
.
.
It'is possible that metal is still the best protection for'the Gem Lake DaIll,
but it is much more difficult toplace thali it would have been ill the original
obnl1.t1·uction. Some, substance that has the qualities of adhesi6nand elasticity
Ilud· ~n~l, •be sprayed or .brushed may solve the. difficulty; .field tElsts' are. now·
boillilluado with certain bituminous compounds to determine the' feasib).lity
of their uso.

.It.

AI,J!'lUOI) D" FI'l:NN;* M. AM. Soc: ,0. E ....."..There is danger in over-emphasize
iug oJlenotablo fnHure.' His creditable to:engineers who.haveknowledgeof
fnilures tOl'aPOrt thorn for the benefitoLthe profession; but ,it would also
'""
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• Secy., UnIted Eng. 'Soolety, and'Director, Eng. Foundation, New York,' 'N.Y;
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,beofserviceifthe-Society.-through- it smallcommittee';ol, inqniry, or
:anexistingcommittee; wonld set down against this £ailureihe- 'record of the
thin'iconcrete dams ,uuder'as -great' or 'even :greater -exposure' ,thRf-have, stood
succes!,!fully: for years: There are, many such dams in the UnifedStates. ~;The
importance of: presentingsuchcountervailiJig information is not slight; En,gineel'ingcFoundation might be; asked to collect the datafol' :the' Society._
Dams are among the structures that are supervised by certain States. Some
,supervising officials :are,·not. welL informed about, the,.. theor_y· or ,the practice
of the construction of dams; Their responsibility is to make sure thatst:nictures-which:they approve,do not faiL The cost put on theowner,orthe limitationson'the engineersoin charge of design, :and construction/are only secondaryto: the '. officials..
Endeavors!,of<A.merican engineers to build ,successful dams at moderate
cost are beirigwatched closely by engineers in other countries. ,Recent icor'respondence :with an' Italian engineer ,indicates that some ,American' experiences havebeenmisintel'preted. He has been 'strongly opposing, the use
in his country of any thin dams. American engineers owe it to theniselves
toanswei"the questions' which, have been raised; These questionl3 ma'y be
.grouped' under. the heads: Suffici,ency: of design, suitability oL rnaterials,;effi·Ciency of construction· methods, and adequacy of maintenance.
;For the casein hand: What,is ,known; about the materials put into the
concretElwhich failed~ What; were the .chemical and physical characters ,of
thewat!3l', .cement, sa,Ild,stpne, and. gravel? What ~tteJition was given to
th,e ,prop!3r' placinga,nQ. curing ,of, this. concr.ete, Jor the particular, purpose and
fconditipH!'! of,ihis:dam~).
J:n!'!omeip.stances,is;not' cpucretElqeingllse.d with about .the . degree or
.intelligence {hat· woulQ.: use .. window-weight .iron·· or alloy:. I3teel· indifferently
as matElria;lsfor tools}o;r cllttingmetaH In other .words, is not concrete too
,oJtendElsilP:iElcl :w.ithoutsuffiqient. r~ard : fortb,e purposes and couditions of
tl:J.e 'structu;esiutowhi~hit i!'!;tpbe ":Pllt, andw~th stilllesl3 discrimination
i u supervising its mixing, placiI\g, and curing ~ Oonc.rete. forsiInplEl fouU"
dations, 01'£01' structllres W:hicl;t; willbe wholly protepted.from1;heweatPElr
.oractivede~troying agents, may; be diffe.rentfrom concretEl suitable for thiu
hydrallliq strv.<;ltur~s 'Il~der pre~sureand exposed to seV(yre weather.; Thi!,!
fact i 13 so, obvious that, slowu,css, in carrying ~t to the .neces13 ary limit;in. prac;tical operations is hard to understand. ProbablY the tardiness,torealize::the
relation,between cause ancleffecthas been due partly to the fact that the
resplts,of som,~ wrongdoing ineoncr.~te constmction do not .appear for se;eral
Year~aI1dp~~tly to. ~he. fact th::tt th~men who design '::Iud const~~ct. oft~I\ 40
not see' th~ir str~cturel3. ::tgainand, .theref()l'e,. do .not learn the lessons .which
d~velop dW"lI1gye~r¥'ofmaintenance.:H;()wever;notable. progresshas<be,en
made.
",.'
.., . .
..' ',.
.
In engineering textbooks, reports, journals, and specifications it is commonly implied that Portlaridcement is uniforID;:thatcement from any' source
may be used just like cement :from any· bthersource; but experience ,in testing
arid using cement shows that, irlstead of being uniform, 'cement is 'a various
materhll and·that il,OIllcc.ementsare not.welLsuited to certain special. services,
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for example, hydraulic structures. It is eucouraging to knoW' that a funda,
mental,stu<ly of hydraulic cemeuts has rec!3ntly been unQ.ertal,en at the U.. S.
Bureau of Standardswith>the ·co~opera'tion ofthe Portland Cement :Associa-·
tioI1, and that a. number of engineers have been giving thought, to. this brauch
of the subject. In this connection referElUce shoJlId.bemade to 'the paper by
William G.Atwood and.A. .A:.Johnslm, Membl?rs,Am. Soc. nE., ;entitled,
"Disintegration of Ot:'IUent in Sea Water".*
EnginElering Foundation is:aiding the OommitteeonArch 'Dam Investi,
gation, madeu;po£.members of the Society. Its experiments on the Stevenson
Oreek Test Dam,' near. Fresno,. Oalif., and pn coucrete used in that ;dam, and
its observations on ,. existingandproposeddaIUS; .should add knowledge /that
would be helpful to engineers designing and constructing dams of several
type!;!. This project has alreadypeendescribed.t
LUIGI' LUlGGI,f, .l,ION; M. A.M.. Sob. O. E.__This is a . 11lOsf'valuable phper.
. Greater inforn:lation is to be~btai~ed from structures in a criticalconditioll 01'
fl'om disasters than from, those that al'e physicallY8uccessfuLEngineer~, like
physicians . and surgeons, to become experts must operate on bad c~ses...
", •.;
The paper emphasizes three importani factors in a successful work that
is, design:, mate:Hals, and supervision dlltiIlg c6:nstructiori. Dams,efen in
the most favorable circumstances, are difficult structures to build; a~d ofte-h
the design has. been cOllsideredmoreasa calculatioI1of8tress~sthan as a
con~truction probleIil' . In?eed, the,design is' aI'IexceedinglyiIUPortant factor,
fot a badly desiglied dam is destined' s~oner or . later to fail.' but it" is not
sufficient merely to design the dam well-it is necessary tochoo~ethe materials
best adapted to the conditions of the Iocalityof the work. In particular, th~
cement must be ()f the highest c1assan~ be used in quantities flubstantially in
excess of the theoretical proportions to' allow for losses and deterioration.
It is easy to test cement in a laboratory ~nd from thete~t to specify the
exaCt proportioIl; but hi the field, cat a distance from the ceInent, factoryand
lacking good material, it is necessarj-to adopt precautions tha.t only practice
can suggest. Oonsider th El case of the Gem Lake Dam. TheeemeI\t traveled
over a normal railway, a narrow-ga~ge raihYllY, thenacross a)ake, mid. finally
up a mountain side. It thus became very expensive; and when material' is
costly thereisalways the temptation to use it sparingly. That is badeco om!.
I1
Instead, more than the' computed quantity should have been used to counter~
balance the inevitable 10cal10sses:,The wind blows some of it aWay, some i:>f
it' stick~ in themixerandin the chutes. Thebestpractice is 'to use 5 to 10%
more than the theoret~cal quantity or even' niore than. this under especially
difficult conditions. It is bad econc;miy. to make weak concretEl; this is ~earIy
paid fodater inthe cost ofrepairs.
'...
• .'. .
, ....•......•
If the builders of the Gem Lake Dam had been moregellerousas to the
ce~ent, the concrete ",ould have been less porous, arid all the heavY expeIldi~
ture to remedy t~is condition would liavebeen avoided. As an adjunct to

a

• Transactions, Am. Soc.C. E., Vol.' L)CXXVII (1924), p.204.
t Proceedings; Am; Soc. C. 'E:i October, 1925, Society' Affairs, p.34d.
• ' '.. :j: Ho,:,. Pres,; .State CQuncil of .PubJ;icyvorks; ,Insp:Gen. of Clv. Engrs.;' Prof. of Hydr.
Eng" Umv. of Rome; :Member, Int,ernatlOnal TechnIcal Committee for the Suez Canal.'
Senator. Rome. Italy.
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good design, a proper proportioning~ a particularly good cement, and an
excess ofit, are indispensable for hydraulic work that must not be porous.
· A third necessary precaution is a thoughtful and conscientious supervision
of the work To impress these three points more deeply on the minds of engi'·
neers-especially 'yolinger'engineers~the speaker '.• will . instance a multiplearch dam which,'in height, design, and general dimensions, was practically a
reproduction of the GBm ,Lake structure..• The failure of this dam in the Valley
of Gleno, in Italy, high up in the Alps of Bergamo, caused an immense loss
of lives and tremendous damagJ.This dam was built about 6 000 ft.' above
sealevelin avery cold climate and with difficult transportation. .' .
As to ?esign the Gleno Dam, although not ~xcellent, was fairly good; but
the matenalswererather bad and the supervision even worse. .The work was
begun during the World War. Cement was scarce and costly because all
huilqing materials were. going to .the front. Workmen were scarce-either
old~r than 50 or younger than 18 years of age-and unskilled. Supervisioll
",a$ almostcompl~tely lacking. The work was mainly under the supervision'
of a manp.facturer, a self-ma,de jDan, exceptiqnally clever as a cotton weaver,
bp.twit~ litge. eXPl'lrience in construction work. Under him· were only ordinary
",orkllle,nincharge of the const]:uction. The work ,was carried out trusting
toJ'rovideI)JJe,
•.'
Dp.ring !h~ttime and;fo.ra few years after.the war, Italy had a yeryineffi~
Gient Governm~nt;. Spci3Ji~ts, not to. say Communists, easiiy imposed on the
Government officials, who were. powerles~. This employer was permitted, there~
fore, to prqceed, carryin~ out. this dangerous work without any technically
comperelltman to advise him. A;lthough' Government officials occasionally
went to inspect the· prog-re$S and reported that the work should be stopped,
shoulq.]:>epartly: demoIisl.1l:ld ;;lIld rebuilt, still nothing w~s done to effectuate
tl;1is... ~p.rther,.. because ,coal was extremely l:lxpensive. and difficult to obtain
a,~q beCause hydro-electriq ,.power was the only. remeqy for the lack, of c()al,
"IV;;lt!'lrwas allo:w.\ld to impop.nd behind thedam,.to produce as soon as possible
the. electric. en,ergy which, in turn, 'Would keep the cotton mill busy alld
proyipecloth~qr .soldiers anc;I, work for the men at home, When the war was
over, little "\Vas. dqne t.o remedy this state qf affairs.
.
.:Asthe.dIlIllw~sleaking in many places, some inefficient repa,irs were made,
Qut thes.e· did not cure the consumptive. condition. of the .whole structure. Then
c;llUri~ .a rather heavy storm, almost ~ cloudburst; the spillway. was not . large
~I10P.~l;1 ,to dischl).rgl:l all the surplus "\Vater, which rose behind and nearly
overtopped the daW' It was only a c;Iuestion of minutes, .as described by an
~ye witne,Ss, be:for~tl.1e p;;lm began t()crack and suddenly burst. This happened during the night. In the valley below. several. hundred people were
killed and .damageestimateq at 150 000000 lire was done. Many of the people
were qrowned. ,in their beds.
.
.' ..
.A,s a result of an inc;Iuest into the cause and responsibility for this terrible
disaster, some men were impris0Il;ed aIlq now have to answerfor the pisgraceful
condition; but n()one.canresuscitatethe drowned, nor compensate for the
property destroyed. It is more to the point to search out the reasons for
failure and thus avoid the mistakes made in the Gleno structure.
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Although its design was questionable,with excellent materials and gOod
workmanship, conscientiously controlled, the structure might have stood; but
the defectiveness of the cement, the porosity of the concrete, and the badly
built masonry which allowed water to percolate,were the main causes of the
failure. In addition, there was an underlying IIlistakein. the' foundation,
namely, a large mass of masonry. which. blocked up the bottom of the ~orge
and formed a platform on which the dam'rested.
.
So poor was the cement mortar in,this block, that it allowed water to pour
out through the masonry. Worse still, it was. not founded by means of proper
steps cutout of the rock, but was laid on top of the natural surface which had
been rubbed smooth by glacialaction.No cut-off trench was provided to :prevent leakage and consec;Iuent uplift. The. only precautions taken were to. gr@t
iron bars into. th~ rock where it was too sIIlooth. and thus, one IIlight alm()st
say, ton~il the dam to the foundation. As a result of all these dangerous
factors, the percolating water must have exerted an. uplift, and. when this
occurred the masonry must have moved slightly, the iron bars lost their grip,
and the whole structure slid down' to destruction over a parto! the dam where
these treacherous foundations existed. Thus, the disaster was due primarily
to lack of proper and skilled st!pervision.
.
.
State authorities' should. always insist on the advice and irispectionofcompetent engineers.. The. author. states that ."for such localities [the Gem Lake
Dam], a dam of the rock-fill type hasIIlany adv~ntages over dams of other
types." The speaker fully concurs in these conclusions; it is 'certainthat in
the case of the Gleno Dam, if a rock-fill structUre had been 'built----'-which
duringthe war could have been effected more easily than the multiIJle~a,l'dh
dam-the disaster would have been avoided.
.
Regarding the use of preparations like "Ironite", the speaker's experience
of more than forty-six years convinces him that it i~ impossible to construct
masonry' and make it absolutely impermeable under a head of more than
40 or 50 ft. Not even a coating of neat cement, applied with ac.ement gun,
will resist the percolation of water; because, besides stresses 'due to water
pressure and change of temperature, there is another important effect, often
disregarded, namely, the slight imperceptible movement of the crust of the
earth to' which the structure is subject almost daily. On a large scale these
movements become earthquakes; but the very small aaily tremors, noted only
by 'seismography, cause the masbnryto develop small hair cracks, which
enlarge little by, little and allow the water to percolate. In addition, the:filling
and lowering of the lake causes an elastic movement of the dam and of the
foundation, which produces slight stresses that result in hair cracks; The
great dam of the Murrumbidge/il River in Australia is an iUustration of this
condition. The structure is about 240 ft. in height and the enormous pressure
of the water Gauses actual movements in the foundationjas have been clearly
recorded by seismographs set up in that locality.
Although it is possible to make masonry water.-tight for, sometime by
using special compounds, these infinitesimal moYements,asyears pass, will
cause the masonry to crack The spea:k:er believes there.is .only one way of
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making thesllrbce impermeable=atJE!aljltas,nearly so as possible=andthat
is by 'coveringth~up:str:eam fl;lce with a ,membraneofsh.eets of bitUInen, nqw
commercially.available.insizes, abol1tt ft. wide by 10 to 20 ft. 10I!gand'a i:p,.
in" thickness. Th~se ,Eihou.Id., bE:l"made, ,to overlap and ,should.b(l fqsed ,together
w,~thhottools to form' a plasMc, continuous,. and abEiollltely. impermeable~oating
aver the masonry. To protect this sheet from summer heat, fl.<;>ating, logs,
and blocks of ice, a revetment of masonry) ,to ,3 ft. inthi<1kpess must be
proviqed,
.
'.,
' '. ','
,',. ",., , .,,' " '.
,."
,.
The, durability of bitumen is ~ttested by al,'cheologistswho h,~ve ~6undin
NinevehsewerSInade with brickl~id inbitume~ which is still imp~rm~abl~
after q 00? o'ea!-'s. Thespeaker'sbelleithat th('j,GemLl;IkeDam couldh~ve bee11
properly protected in. this, manner, ,is, str'engthened by the instance, of a. rock~
fili dam in'the' Alps, the Devero Dam. The ,l1P~stream face of' this dam has
a sheethitumen coating protectedby masonry 12 ft. in thickness at the top,
incre~sing to nearly 3 ft. at the bottom. After twenty-five, years, this d llIll
shows no sign of leakage.'
,
,

TH4pPEu~MERRI¥AN,* M. .A'M. Soq.O. E.~~h('j bUttresses aIfdt,peurches

o~theq(')m :L,ak('jDam ~erebothm.ade

of.thesame con<1rete.I:p,the~utt~esseljl
this concrete endured, while in the arcb,es itfaile(t'r'hepaper, ~eems to deIIlQnEitratethatconcret('j which is .servi~eable in.q:p,eexI?qsure isn?tnece~sarily
servic,eable in anqther.
" :
' '
' . ".
Mr. Flinn has made aJair statement. Much good ~oncrete has been placecl,
j}uttb,eJ;e haS also beensom.e of dou!;>tful qp.ality,All concrete which disintegJ;ut~sisnot ,bad 'because the cement with which it was made was poor.
Many Qfth.e troubles with concrete seem to be due to the fact that those who
make it do not fully appreciate all the conditions which the process of COI!,crete i making i:p,Wlves' The, speaker' is. free, to ,admit" after, many years of
!'tudy, ,that thjsgJ;eatproplem .still seemS to be far fromfinaJ.solution.
·OnS,lfptem.berr16, 1925, the- Eipeaker, ,mixed,a, Portlandqementwith 43%
byweight.ofwater and poured a part ,of the mixture into one bottle and a
second, part ,into a ,second, similar bottle. Forty-eight. ,hours thereafter' the
;O,rst bqttle Wa~brokenand .the cement specimen so formed has since been
exposed to the air. ,Twenty-one days later, on October 7, 1925, the second
bottle WaS broken; and both'specimens are here for examination. The first
is soft and chalky, while the second.'is hard and dense. These specimens
app'ear as if they had heen made: of entirely different 'materials; but; in fact,
they ,are merely a demonstration ,of a difference in curing conditions. This
isa simple experiment and'one which all may profitably try.
Theittirst of these specimens was treated in about the same way that 'most
co'nc:rete is treated. ,It was put into a form; the form was pulled 'off at 'an
early age, and' Nature took its course. The specimeninnnediately dried out,
l~avihgthe hydrationsuncoll1pleted. In the second specimen; however, the
conditions were such that the hydrations went on to practical completion and
the'" resulting texture indicates a'" strOng; hard, and'durable material. 'Ooncrete so cured· would be a wonderful compound.

* Clit.Engr.,

Board o(WatE'r Supply, City ot New York,New Ybr\;;, N.Y~
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Between ,the texture and the quality
,these two specimens there are
many.intermediatekinds'of"texture ,·arid' ,quality.', •Under one "condition· of
curing, one, quality 6fproduct is'rea:Iized; under otherdonditions; other. qualities result,; Some:;tre,good, some areindiff,erent; and some maybe 'deCidedly
bad.' So I it is that one structure i.sverygodd;while another j:hthe'course iof
a few years may 'show serious disintegJ;ation. The qu:;tlity o£.a concrete is
not only a function of the conditions under which.it was cured" but it is .also
dependent. on ,the. i conditions. of subsequentexposure. ' A· :thoroughlY • ' eur~d
concreteallotherconditiqns being the same; will resist'almost any.exposure.
:A,partl; cured ~oncrete;d~pending.on the' conditions of exposure; may or may
not prove to ;be sfitisfactory,,'
The curing of concrete, and particularly that in thin sections, is, in large
measure, dependent on the weather and,moistureconditi0ns dUldngAhefirst
five. or, six days folIowing ,its ,placement.•Htnehumiditylbe low, nearly all
the water necessary for, the completion 01 thereactionswilLbe lost, while, if
the air be moist or water supplied, thehyidrationof tb,e cement· will proceed
in an orderly manner. It has l;>ooIf elaiIJ:led,ifthejlrocessof.hydration be
interr~Pted, a11qif water 1)~ supplied,at alat~r tiple, that tl1\l hydratioBfl
wlil~esume theIllsel"es.:Nopl'Oof of t1.lis ,suPP?si~ion ha~ peen adduced. Snch
evidell(le asthesp~aker;',has be!ill]' aple,tq"dev:elop)stothe C011trary" 1£ the
:first 'spe~imendescrjbedis' given ple11tyof watgr .at.any #IIle aft.er it has been
d;ried out, it will pever takepn. atextp.re resElm.WI!g t,he seconq: .
.
'
.In. the ,case of the Gem La1w Dl;Im,.aIL,the conditions fOJ; raPId; drYlllgout
wElre .favorable; "Thehighaltitude,and the consequel).t 10jV, humiqity, did ,its
fataL work in withdra;ing frqm those thin sections the moistl1te which 'w.as.the
'lery life bloodQLt4e qemellt. F~r,weeks,andposs~bly ,monthEi, that cement
product was athirst. It was like the first specimen previously mentioned.,-,-,spong;y" chalky, ,and unstable, "Ityoul<i rIOt resist. th El solvent effect of the
water, ~ndits constituen.ts: were,Ieachedout. On tb,e other hand, that same
imperfect c~ment product,in the buttresses, served its iI!t.ended.purpose.
Fre~zing was not the primary cause of this disintegration. Fros,t me;tlely
hastened the visible evidences ofdeterioration.'I'.b.e qUlJ,lity of ,a,C(lment
product is always dependent opthe maintenanceo:f)menvironm.ent in which
the cement reactions may completethemselveljl. Good concrete can be real~zed
.onlyifitis kept forseveraldaysufter maki11g"under such conditions as wW
insure. for the cement an, opportunity to, develop ,itslateI!t possibilitie,s. Thesl!l
conditions ~re clearly indicated by the bottle experiment which has been put"
lined.
"
Ill, man;y cases, tb,e treatmenta~corded to concrete after pla,cingisanaJogous
to that ?:fabandoning a two,day in~ant to its, fate. On State highWaYs ith,as
been ,learned that cur:iI!g is one,of the ,p1ost important singJe OPElratiOIlsin,i the
entir~processof cOllcrete making. In many other situations, however, conCrete
after placing is allowed to shift for itself and t~en,asin a IJqst-plo:rtem .
investigation,th.e qauses o.f disintegration are:ainlysoughi. ,'., ," . , ,," . . "
" The problem of durable concret~ is tb,epr()bl.~~ ~#p.BTapl~cemeIlt:1V~th~
given cement the best resnIt,sa"e notpossible;of, ,attainment.unless ;that
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cement, be used with understanding :skill of workmanship. ,Cements differ
,among-themselves and resultswhich.can be obtained with one ,cement' are
impossible with another..The task which confronts us is twofold.:.,First, we
Iriustdearnto differentiate cements with respect to the quality of the hydration products they, are capable of producing; and, second; we 'must learn ,how
to use a cement of given, quality so as to secure the results whichanypar~
ticular situation demands.
At present,none of, these matters," is 'susceptible' of'standardization.
Standards of measure are useful as means or cop.venienceand of comparison. Standards of quality and of methods ope~ate to suppress individual
initiative. Standards imply averages, and if quality of'product bea considerationtheytend toward mediocrity.
In this great Illatter of concrete and of cement we cannot rest content
withaverage.s andiwith mediocrity. Until the uttermost of the problem is
within the grasp ,of our understanding we must dono less than 'seek' for the
very, best; within the present imssibility of attainment.
M. M.O'SHAl(GHNESSY,*M.AM. Soc.O,.K (byletteJ;).~The authors
are to be commended for tfeir fran~ ,discussion on the repair ofth~ put'tressed arch damin the hi~h Sierrasnearthe~tateofNevada,~outh of
Lake Tahoe, California., No estimate has been furnished as to the resultant
losses ,sustained by The 'Nevada-California Powei' Company, due. to' the two
years failure pf this dam to function in storing water, which losses must have
amounted to far in excess ofthe cost of initially building Il,properlydesigned
dam of a type suited to the conditions and available materials. It is hoped
they will furnish these data before closing the discussion, so that a frank statementofall conditions maybe' available to engineers interested in this 'type of
dam.
'
:
The building of this dam followed the conventional design for this type
of structure at the date of its construction (1916), and the failure is not
primarily due to theoretical design features. Its designer after describing
it in a papert before the Society, deservedly received the N;rman Medal. He
was retained by the writer in 1917 to aid Assistant Engineers! McIntosh,
Nishkian, and the late Mr. Wood in designing the Lake EleanorDam,70ft.
high; 1200 ft. long,' on the Hetch Hetchy Project. Further studiesoIi the
design for this type of dam resulted in several beneficial modifications being
incorporated into the Lake Eleanor' Dam,t' which is' a' structural' and eqonomic
success.
The true principle controlling dam design and ,construction was, tersely
elucidated by Mr., (}e0rge L. DillmaIi,§ na~elY, that there must be only one
impe:r;vioussurface, next the water, and that this face must be adequately supported by solid masonry,buttresses, 'rock, or earth~:fiII, depending on the locality
and·the tYPe of dam:'
,
• City EIigr., San Francisco, Callt.

"

t "M:uItiPIe-Ar,chDamsoIi Rush Creek, CaIif<>rIHa," by L. R. JorgeIisen; M;

Tran8aGt'~'4:m.Soc·9· EJ,. Vol. LX:x;:x;I (1917), p.85,O,
:j: 'Engmeering New8-ReGord, September 4, 1919" p. 455.
§ Tran8Mtibn8, Am; Soc. C; E., VoL LXXV (1912),p. 52.

"

Am. Soc. c. E:
"
'

'
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The tem "multiple arch" as applied to this type of dam is a misnomer ;
there are so-called "multiple"arch" dams in India 120 years old, and the name
is meaningless as to design. This particular type of dam survives because of
the buttresses, andthe principles and reason for its selection were first described
(after a structure built in Oregon) in 1902 by Mr. Dillman/ and due, cI'edit
should be given him for his initiativeiIirecoIIlIllending it.
Overtopping'the Gem' Lake Dam, with •4 iIi.
water is not a very severe
test. The Upper Otay Dam(a single arch), in San DiegoCounty,84 ft.hig~,
built by laymen without engineering ,skill,' was topped to a, depth of BO in..
without injury. However, an enlarged spillway now prevents a recurrence of
this happening.
The sections are so thin iuthe buttressed arch type of dam that it is
essential to have the concret~of such density that it will be water-proof, and
this can be accomplished only bya careful selectionap.d proportioningo,f the
materials, avoiding an excess of water in mix:ing, and thorou~hly spading the
concrete after it has been deposited in the forms. •
The writer's impression of the value of all~ged water-proofingeoIIljJounds
on concrete surfaces subjected to water pres~ure ,Is in entire agreement with
the experience of the authors; that is, these c0I1'!pounds have no worth except
to their manUfacturers and salesmen.
The concrete in the Gem Lake Dam failed.because it was defecti~e in th~t
it was porous, thus allowing the waterto penetrate it and, with the hea"Y
frosts and ice formation" p~rmitting destructive disintegration' to set in.
Why was the concretepo~ous? , It may have been due to an excess of
granite, mica, dust, and clay 'in the sand, or defective cement; or; asMr 7
Jewett states:

of

"* * * the presence in the rock used as aggregate~which was obtained
from material near the site of the work~[cheaply, of course, which feature
should not be considered in dam construction] of thin, fiat, Smooth-surfaced
pieces, which would have somewhat the same effect in concrete as mica in a
sand mortar."
,
This class of rock prevents the proper interlocking of the remainder of the
rock in the mass, and has a tendency to reduce the density of the concrete; and
it is in such a situation that the experienced man, with judgment of materials,
i~needed fully as much as the designingeugin.eer or the testing laboratory in
determining the character and suitability of the matl'Jdf'lls to be lJ,sed in the
sli,l'ueture.
",
,
''
,
'
'", In}JUilding the B9G,OOOccu. yd. concrete dam atIIetch Hetchy, the engineeI's
had quite a controversy ,with the contractors on their initial attempt tOllse~
readily accessible, cheaply. obtained sand, Exhaustive tests, were, IIlade on
samples ot c,ol1cr13te ,and briquettes from this saud. They ,were f()undto be
defective and .failed to show the,proper strength,and .hardnesscharllct()ristics
under time tcs~s. '.l'he rpemi$t's" analysis~ubsequ13ntly ,disclosed the factthat
the sands, were. heavily cRllt()d with a black WffiPBund ",hich ,waslllrgely taIJ.nic
aci~ (from a dense, grove of oak trees) and which cllus~q the tr~uble..
'
.

* ".A..Propos~d, N~WTYJ}o ,of

¥a~onry

Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. XLIX (1902), p. 94.

pam," 'IlY (];eorgeL; pillman, ,TransactiOns;
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Threl:lmUes up stream from the dam, at the junctiollof Tuolumne<River
an.d, Ranchel'ia Creek, there was found a bank (250 000 cu. yd;) of excellent
sand, 'fhich, after some protest on the, contractor's part (because 'of the necessity of puilding a 3-mile narroW,gauge raih:oa<l to reach ,itJ,was use<l with
very,satisfa,ctoryresults.
Evidently, Mr. Jewett'sexpel'ienceas,a testing engineer indicates a d01lbt
as, t.o the, value of the 0:rdinary contractsystem for dam construction, since the
ten,dency, is to slight this class of. work because of the contractor's 'desire fqJ:
spee<l of' oper~tiou and profit; this ,agrees in ge~eral with the writer's ideas",
!t Inll-Y b mention,ed in this connection th~tLake Eleanor,::Ea,rly Intake,
Cherry Diversion, and Priest (145 ft. high) Dams were not built by, contract, but in a very llatisfactorY,manner under the direct charge of th~
resident, engineers; an,d the. O'Shflughnessy D~m at Hetch Hetchy was buiH
by contractors who faithfully and promptly COmplied in every respect with
the ",ishes of the resident construction enginee;,whq was assisted by a staff
of twenty men, inspecting and testing~ ,',
'.' .'. ",'
'. '. .',
"
'
Decmnber, 1923,t~e(}IEjno DlJ.m (buttreslled archtYPe)£aile~)n Italy,
drowning 500 pe0J;lle ,and dam3;ging property belowtojhe exten,t of ~5 OQQ ODD.
No ~oubt, inad~quate ,prepar~tion of,the f?llndations, •together 'withdef~cti)'~
lime masonry and concrete, put in withov;tEjng'ineering eont~'o,l by t1J.e .ove:r~
zealous contractor in critical p~rts ofthe , structure near ,the base, without
Governmentsupervision, callsedtheaccident.,
',., '
, There is npw a ba:rrag~,of literary' expe!ts for eontrac:t()rs and damage
claim~nts mailill!s reports back and forth on the causes of an,d responsibility
for. this 'failure, with onecertain result, namely, that the Italian Government
is allowing no more questionable dams to be erected by anyone, and hall
commissioned skilled Government engineers to inspect all materials and
supervise all designs, so that there will be no repetition of the Gleno Dam
disaster.
Ttis,a pl¢asureto note,thatan engineer~fextensiveconstruction eXPeri ,
ence, such as Mr. Huber, endorses the virtues of a rock-fill dam for this type of
location, with its abundance of cheap rock, thereby saving the expensive
hauling of cement.
The Morena rock-fill dam, built under the writer's direction, survived the
cloudbursts of 1916, in Ban DiegoOounty, California, when, the Lower Otay
D~m failed, and when every C01:111ty an<,l railroad bridge in that community
was destroyed by £loods.
',
'
,
The, idea of the rock-~ll type of dam, is traveling eastward, crossing the
Mississip~i RiVer, as, witness the Dix River Dam,: 280 ft. high~ in a limestone
formlJ.tion, in Kentucky, builtfoithe Mid,dle West Utilities Oompauy by
L. F. Harza,'M. Am.. ,Soc. ,C. E., to 'conserve 'water for power~
, ',' . '.. '
Although time and the financial exigency in 1917-18 compelIed the City of
Sll? ,Francisco ,tobtIil~ the buttressed arch :Ele!\nor, Dam •(forInin£ 'an
8000000 OOO-gaI.'reservoirat a~dstoflessthan $300 000), definite plan:s are
now being made for, PTacticaIIy: scrapping this structure, ~nd substituting, the
ultimate darn of the rock-fiB typ13 at this point. This rock-fiB damwiII be
below the present dam, using the 70-ft; cOI\creteput~riess~d,arch'for'thelower
' \
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part of the up-strealntoe orwater~tight skin,and'carefulIy pl~cirigand
thoroughly grouting rock in layers, with spalls behind the arches' to giv~
them adequate support .and so prevent their failure.
The writer would strongly' urge' all engineers mst to heed the careful word~
of Mr. Dillmanon design ;n.ext to examine exhaustively alHhe materials in
the vicinity of, any proposed darn that might enter into the structure, eliminating any cheapun.tried methods of 'experimenters an.dscrutini2:ing carefully
vendors of special, cheap types; then' to' seloot a type of structure that is'best
suited to the location and service required, regardless of the. cost; andtherI
to build so that it wilI,notfail"'--not like Lord Macaulay's idea of the New
Zealand •tourist who, to illustrate, the instability of things; .was to stand On
broken arch, of London Bridge and"sketch' the ruins of St.PaU:l's (London
Bridge and St. Paul's are now being underpilll!ed due to defective foundations
in both structures, and the work is being done by British engineers).

a

J. B.LIPPINOOTT;x, M:AM. Soo. C. E. (by Iettel').--..The authors are to be
commended for wl'itingso frank a discussion. of the failure of the Gem Lake
Dam due to the freezing and thawing oftha concrete on the outer side of the
arches below the water levels. in the reservoir.' The use of this type ofdaro
in regions subject ,to severe frost has long been a subject' of conjecture among
Western engineers. Although a thin' shell of, concrete may be made watertight against .percolation, it is not. possible. by any process known to the
writer, to pre~ent it fl'om, absorbing waterwheniricontact with it. ,The Gem
Lake Dam has shown that thisisaIi unsatisfactory condition, in locations of
extreme cold. '
The '!Ill,1ltiple-arch darn because of the economy ofits construction' has such
merit that its future use in many localities is assured. This type of struetUl'e; however, has its limitations which enthusiasts, in the past, have sometimes o\"erlooked. Most of the dams of this type have had buttresses of plain
concrete without ,rein.forcement.
The writer: has had occasion to examine the buttresses of five of these dams
and in each has found one or more diagonal cracks in some of the buttresses,
starting froIIJ. the jlInction with the arch approxima,tely two-thirds: <lown. from
tIle top of the daIIJ., and runningjna Iinegenerl;lIly normal to the water.
fnco to an intersection of the foundation. these cracki) do notextend into
tho reinforced arch rings. In one dam this, type, of crack developed prior
to the time that the arch rings were built on the buttresses. In another
illstp.nce,thecracks are reported to have appeared after the arch.rings,were
placed, hut before the reservoir was fiBed. They 'are believed by the writer
to be due to shrinkage caused by either the drying, of the concrete '01' by tem"
perature chnnges, because they open wider in winter and partly close in
summer.
It is almost impossible to seLlip a triangular: slab of concrete, say, 100
ft. high, with a paselengtllof.100 ft. firmlylitnchorecl,into bed,rock without
having shrinkage cracks occur. Thisshrinkageandcraeking of£latconcrete
pavements at interyals <?f pO t() 50 ft. is common. Thtbse craclrsd.0,not occur
• Oons. Hydr. Engr:, Los Angeles, Calif.
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ill all the buttresses of the 9:ams examined, but usually in a nuIrlber of the
higher.one.s.. Some cracks of this kind have .been noticed, however, in. ,buttresses that are not morEl than 30 ft.' high. ,In every.. multiple,arch "dam
having an age of,say, two years, that has, been examined by thlil writer, such
cracks have been fOlJ,nd, including one having reinforcement.,
It is believed that. these cracks. do not: indicate a failure or any serious
wea,kness of the structure, but they are disturbing and lea9: to discussion an9:
COillIIJ.ent.. .Th(3ydistinctly suggest. the .necessity. ofthorolJ,ghly reinforcillg.the
l:mttress walls of mllltiple"arch dams in order· to minimize· slJ,ch cOllditions,
This paper does not .mention any such occurrence. in the Gem LakeD~m
but ,as attention hasbeeIl called by the authors to: some of the limitations i~
t;l:ds type of structure, it is deemed appropl'iate to call attention also to an
impl'oveIllent of past practice.
OREN REED,* JUN. AM. Soc. d. E. (by letter).-The writer has follow~d
the fortune of the Gem Lake Dam with a great deal of interest. The Oompany with which he is associated has plans for two regulating damson the
North Pork of Kings River on the west side of the Sierras, at elevations of
6 550 ft. an9: 8 l'lOAt. The failure of the' Gem Lake and other dams leaves a
doubt. in the Illinds of engineers as to the permanency of such structures when
subject to the action of frost and ice. On the other hand, Lake Eleanor Dam,f
4660 ft. above sea-level,'of the multiple-arch type, has withstood frost action
without damage, and'several dams of the Ambursen type have been builtin
Oanada:and the northern part of the United States with slight damage from
frost.:j: The Southern Oalifornia Edison Oompany is constructing a multiplearch dam at Florence Lake on the San Joaquin River, at an elevation of
about '[ 200 ft.
. One wonders whether the primary cause of the failure of Gem Lake Dam
was frost action or whether frost action' was made possible by a weak porous
concrete. It would have been of interest if the authors had stated whether
the Agnew Lake Dam had also been damaged by frost,si~ce it is only 550
ft. lower in elevation.
Since information as to the destructidn of concrete by' acidic and 'even
pure,w:ateris very meager, some discussiononthat important subject may be
of value. While in Europe in ··1922-23 the writer 'was much impressed by the
general interest among engineers in this subject. Many tests of concrete, as
used in the construction of dams, have been made in Germany, Denmark, and
Norway during the last few years.§ It was fOllndthatsome·dams had been
failures,but as a rule these failures··had been of a purely local character and
could be laid to poor workmanship and frost, and a few to llOor sand, etc. In
other cases' the' weakening, had been more general, especially where water had
an opportunity to' work in porous concrete. There are several factors which
were thought to' have contributed to these failures.
• 'Asst.; Deslgnirlg' Engr.;' San;.toaqulnLlght & Po';";er Corporation, Fresno•. Cali!. ' ;
Engineering, News-Reoo;ril, YoI.95. J"u1t 20; 1925•.:j: Loa. oUt' September 3.l925. ; , ; ; ',' .... ;. ", '. .... . '. .
' .. ; .
§ lng, Bonde, Teknisk Ukeblail, No. 14; AprilS. i925. and lng,' Grimer. Tekniskllkeblail
No. 10. April 17, 1925.
" , .
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l.-Sand.-,-Sand containing dirt, humus or humic acids was found to
make poor concrete. Ooncrete made with humus-holding sand has a comparatively low early strength and must be kept moist while hardening in order
to gain its normal strength. 'These humus materials can be disposed of by
heating, and, In part, by washing.. The sand used should be clean, sharp,. and
well-graded. Whenever crushed artificial sand is available or can be produced '
cheaply enough it should be used.
,', ,
2.-0ement.-In many cases it was found that the cement was at falJ,lt. In
almost all concrete construction only pure Portland cement is used. This is
composed of about 63% lime (OaO), about 20% silicic acid (Si0 2),about 6%
of clay and smaller parts of iron oxide (Fe20 s)' magnesia (MgO), sulphuric
acid anhydrate (SOs), etc. In hardening after hydration lime isfreed, which,
together, with water, forms lime hydrate (Oa(OH)2); this comprise~ ~bou,t
15% by weight of the cement's mass. Lime hydrate is soluble in water alld
is washed out of the structure by leakage water, and, under the action of. the
carbonic acid in the air, becomes carbonate of lime. This is the white coat
to be found on the structure. By the dissolution of limehydrate the concrete
becomes more porous and the voids are filled with. leakage wa,ter. When
freezing takes place, the sand grains are further loosened. This dissolution
of .lime takes place most easily when the mixture is. lean and when. humic, a.cid
is present in the water or in the sand. Dissolution of the lime may be prevented by adding to the concrete mixture a material, which, reacting w:ith the
free lime, forms an unsoluble compound, as a silicate of lirne. For this purpose the Germans use trass. This is a pale yellow or gray volcanic rock fOlJ,nd
in the vaney of the Eifel in the Lower Rhine. It is a wholly neutral ma,terial,
but with lime undergoes a chemical combination, forming an insoluble silicate
of lime. Finely ground .brick clay has also beell used with good results.
A concrete maybe made water-tight by using a rich cement mortar, but
this is a costly method. The French alumina cement, which is especially rich
in clay (AI 2 0 3 ), containing 36%, is very durable against acids.
3.-Water.-Water for concrete. must be, clean aIld free from orgal?-ic
matter. From tests it has been. proven that a plastic concrete gives better
results than a dry mixture. A plastic mixture gives a less porous concrete.
4.-Workmanship.-The fourth factor in eo~creteplacing is workman8hip. This must be high grade to insureth.e proper mixing and placing, POOT
workmen can produce poor results with the best materials.
The natural lakes and meadows on the west slope of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains are,in effect, marshes. To a great extent they are of glacial origin.
Il\mlln~cases larg(3 tracts of meadow or marshy gromid are covered by water
when 1\ elmn is constructed. :Many tests, especially in Germ:my, have 'been
rondo on the8e marsh waters.
'
Moet; mU1'ehos . contain more· or less sulphur. compounds,in; the form of
gypsum, eulphuric pyrite, or even free sulphuric acid.· It is well known that
sulphuriouoidnll~sulphate-holdingwater attack concrete by combining with
the limeto:f()r~gYI>~um,:'Y~ichis, soluble. Destruction by these sulphuric .
acid co~binations.occltr~notonly to new but to old concrete.
, . ..•
Furthermore, great quantities of carbo~ic acid are foun4 in marshes; which
combines with the lime of concrete to form soluble salts. The free lime is
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thus se(ln to be the main point of attack and, to prevent ,failure of ,the ,concrete, thelime must be med. Testll, on marsh water have given varying results
but concrete ~ade with it has become weakened Sooner or lateJ; in nearly all
cases.• As ageneralruletheacids which may be present in a reservoir will
bein a very dilute stateand'wiUnot be effective but; where there are large
marshy tracts near the .dam, and especially with low-water level 'in the reservoir, the acids will no doubt have a certain effect on the durability of the
concrete.
,
, ,Itis not only the sulphate and acid-holding water whic:Qdamages concrete.
Under certain circumstances, pure water, on account of its high dissolving ,
po,,:,er, may act equally a~ effectively as weak acids, The water from the granite
regIOnS near the ,crest of the Sierras will often be nearly pure.
, In general, concrete tests ,are concerned only with strength without regard
to density, but in dams ,density is very ,important. A den,i;;e concrete made
of the best materials prevents attack both from weak acids alld' from pure
:vater•.A porous concrete has many points of attack for mechanical and chemICal actIOn.
Many multiple_arch and flat-deck d~:ms have been successful. in Nor'V'ay
and Sweden. ,?ne of the :most important of tl1ese is. Holmevan4 ,Dam~' A/S
Saudefaldene, In South Norway. This is aflat-deck dam of the Ambursen
type, and is 740 m. (2400 ft.) above sea level.. FjergengDam, in Central
Norway, north of Trondhjem, is also ~ flat-deck dam. As a protection against
frost action, it wai;; provided with a vertical insulating wall b~tween the buttresses o~ th~ down-stream side. At the Porjus Dam, in Sweden, just above
the ~rctIC CIrcle, there are concrete arch spillways 648 ft. in length. The
remaIllder of the dam consists of earth embankments faced with stone. The
up-stre,am side of the crest of the concrete ,dam, is inclined' in order to .force
the ice to break up and be pushed over the crest. A stone~protected dirt fili
furthermore, has been placed in front of the dam to insure against leakage, a~
III dams of the Intze type.
This spillway structure, is a nI0dified,Ambursen
dam and, consists of concrete archC§l between concrete buttresses.• "The' arches
in front, against which the fill rests, have a curved, €;'{terior, while tJi~SEl forming the crest of the dam and the down-stream face are covered bya flat
concrete deck paved with stone set in the mortar.
When it is guarded against, frost action, of itself has ,no great -effect on
'
concrete in dams, but as a secondary factor it can .do great damage.
13.F. JAKOBSEN,* M. AM. Soo. C. E. (by letter).-It would be hazardous
in the extreme to conclude anything, from thebehllvior 6f a single structure,
and Illore especially since other similar structures, subject to equally ,severe
conditions, have shown no sign of deterioration.t
It would seem to the writer that some experiments on concrete made up
of ,the material used in the dam and on other concrete, by subjecting'it to
* Engr.in 'Ohg. ofDam~, Los Angeles County Flood Control Dist.; San' Fernando, Calif.
tS,<)eletterby M. M. O'.Shaughnessy, M. Am. Soc, C.E., in Engineering,Ne.w8-ReaO'rd
July il O, 1925, p. 194, statmg that the Lake Eleanor multiple-arch dam located at an
eleyat,lOn of 4660 ft: show~ no :sign of deterioration; also a letterQySpencerW.S'tewa:rt,
M. Am. Soc. C. E., III Enmneermg NeUJ8-Reaord, September 3, 1925, p. 396. Mr. Stewart
states that a record, of 'aboutseYentY~five Ambursen dams built In Canada' In the'Northwest
,and ,In the New ~n~land States, shows that only three dams, have deteriorated. Many of them
,are
subject
to mmlm?m, temperatures of' between 40 and 50°" below 'zero 'Fahr.'• 'the oldest
(jf J~llse
da~~ was,bUll~ 22yel\rsago.
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watcr:pres~ureandfreezIng'couldnothave failed to throwsoIllelig~ionth~
sllbject; they, might have furnished ,some,expl~nation a~t? why, this structure
hasdeterioratedwhile other structures' have Iiot., J'hemere.statement tha~
a structure has deteriorated, whUe .another ,has not;isofno~~re~tvaJue t?
the e;lgineer, who needs to know the w~y and wher~fore-th~,moc7;us Op~1'o:~d,i,
so to speak-'-so that he can guard. against a repetition.'
' , ' ,.•
The authors state that the grtj.vity section is heavier thall;,,"standar~pro
files" of gravity dams. The~e are gravity dams in .fxistenc~withbasewidth~
of froin64% t~ in excess of 90% of th~ height. What is mea,:qt by "~taIldarc1
profile"~, ,A dam with a base width ?f64% has no provision fpr up-lif~;: hl~t
that can hardly be termed standard,. In Italy and Switzerla,n<l"rwhere tllere
are Governmen~ proviSIons governing the constructionand design,pf gravity
dams; uplift must be included in the design and this Vilas al~o trueinFraI).ce
imtil recently. The new French, regulations do not prescribe uplift, if,~h~
dam is provided with proper 'drailluge,not orllYllt, the fpundation'9utthroughout the structure,since aeon,structionjoin~,IIlaYbeqU,itp aswe~k as}~1 joiI).t
at the foundation. Tp.e ~e'Y,Frenc~hrElgulations~ howe-;er, prescribesuchmod~
eratemaximum stresses, that ,for a dam 'ofallY mag>nitude i~isthe sa,me as
if uplift were included. ,When a base ,width in exc<.)ss of81%is obtain,ed
it is quite immaterial whether this is accolllplished by considel~ingyplift or
by lowering the maximulllpermis~ib~estr;ess.
- The, authors also state,:
"
,
_ _
"Itis not believed that, stresses can be induced in the gravity: sectionhY
pressures on the upper,30 ft~, o~ the dam,.b~cause sUGh pres~ures wIll,be tran,~7
mitted direct to the buttresses.
'this may be an important question, however, and therefore well worth.investigatirig,rather than leaving it to an offhand assumption. The lllultipleai;ch dam is a much more elastic structure than a gravity dam and the writlfI"~
gu;;ss woirldbe thatthe gravity dam might s~lare to a considerableext~nt the
load on'the upper 30 ft. of the multiple-arch dam. Since a gr~vit;y dam__cven
the full section having abase width.in excess of8:J.,%:-has a rather small,f~ctor
Of ~aretY,' an additional load applied at the crestandfor,\Vhich no allowance
has ,been ',lIlademight .bea serious matter. '
'r.howriter~onders if 'any provisions were made to prevent the closing
oetho.,df~i.~l-pipesfromthe foundation by frost and Vilhatthe fact()r of safety
()ftllog'1'1,vit~ d~mwould be in case these drains should bec0nIe c10ggedby
ioo,()l'iJ~ ilr~f?thermanner,and the dam be subjected to uplift~
In tho Wl'il:o~"a pginion it.is of no importance whether the maximumstress
is. 70 Ib; r)()1J~1.in",~Is.stat<.)d ,by the authors,or1,70 lb. per sq. in., for this
(loes n()t,affoot, tho, anfotj':fa,c tor in, the •least. " The questi()Il,is. \V hether teI).sio Il
can, be p~'oduo1d in~ho ~lJ:f-,¥trealll~ac,e wheIl tre c1amis affe,cted hya(lv<.)r~E)
conditions. -'
,
J.D. GALLOWAy;x:M.AM.S6b. a.E. (by letter».-Thore secmsto be no
question. but that the Gem Lttke Dwmwas design'ed by Mr. Jorgensen 'in:
accordance with standard practice arldthat it'was well built. The charaCter
* t:6ns. Engr'.; 'SanF'l'allcISCd, Calif.
_. --''''''__'_''"'"'''''''''~'''''~''"'~-',~."~"~<~,_.~~>
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pf the colltractoTswould lead to the latter inference. All t):J.e usual testspf
ce~ent arid, sand were carrie4out.· ,. ,', . '.. .' .. .
•..... , . , . '
;, .
The prpgressive failure of the structu,re is c1earlypresented by ~hEl authors.
Over the~ntire length~f th~ dam, in ,the zone covered by the winter fluctu~
tions .()f the water swface,; the concrete was disintegrated and the daIll had to. be
rebliiltas described. The value of the paPElr lies in thedescription of the
failure.
To make the proPElI' interpretation of thisor any other failure of an engineering structure is seemingly mOl'e difficult than to describe the failure. It is
of interestto read the val'ious explanations given by different engineers. Practicanyall point to the quality of the concrete as the reason for thefailure, the
idea being that it was the internal composition of that material that caused the
railure and not some cause independent of the concrete. Mr. Jorgensen thinks,
the' cement itself, broke dOWll during the coldest weather. The question
immediately arises as to why the cement inthe concrete above the highest
water did not break down. This concrete was subjected to lower temPElratures
than that ineontact with water on one side. The Agnew Lake Dam did not
fail' and therethe wat~r was not 10we~d during the. winter.
Theeviden~e s~ems to the writer to be m()stplainand the explltIla,tion
gi:ven by the authors correct.. The disintegration of the concrete was due to
the freezing of the water which had entered into the 'concrete from thereseI',
voir. The force developed when water freezes is enormous and win easily disrupt concrete. In fact, the same agency is responsible for the wearing down of
dense"rock masses such as native grariite in regions ~ubject to temPElratures
below freezing. Tn the present case the thin concrete of thearchesPElrmitted
the water in the reservoir to be frozen into the form of a layer of iceon the
water face, and in ltdditionll110wed to freeze whatever water may have been in
thevoids andhaircrlwks of the concrete. It is conceivable that cracks would
develop in th,econcrete when o~thEl waterface the temperl!ture was that of
the water of the reservoir and on the airface the temperature waf! that of the
air,adinittedly far below freezing...
The breaking down of concrete by freezing in dams and other structures is
not unknown-"-in fact, is fairly common. Evidences of this have come under
the writer's notice and several. instances are cited in" this discussion.' It is
unnecessary, to look forthe faultin the concrete-the cause is found in the
type of dam and the bperationof therese~oir.. It, should be noted that in
this region the low-water season may occur in the winter when aU ordina17
springs a~d streams are frozen.• It is then necessary to, draw on the reservoir.
During' a winter, the water surface. wilI •alternately. rise and fall.
With the conclusions M Mr. Flinn the writer desires to differ in every
respect. The danger i~engine~ringi~notto over-emphasize a failure of
this type; the contrary is the case. Usually, the effort isdireeted toward
minimizing, or covering up, or explaining away the failure. It is' to the
crEldit ,of The Nevada-Oalifornia Ppwer Oompany that it permitted the
ltuthors to set forth in' detail the failure as,,it occurred, Inmost cases the
ende,aYQr of the compauymanager is to suppress all knowledge of such a
failure. It is partly by fai~urElf! ofthis type> that t):J.e ;Engineering Profession
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advances. The Gem Lake Dam was a test to' destruction of a rull-sized daIll
under operating conditions-a test ofthemost v~luablekind. Teststo destruction are always the best, especially if the progress of the te~t is observed. No
others can yield such valuable results in the form of. knowledge., .This is the
type of test to be carried out on the Stevenson Experimental Dam near Fresno~
Oalif.
Again; little if any information would be .gained by counting the dams
that have failed and those that have stood. ,Engineering is· IXot a. matter· of
majorities, one way or the other. For example, there was a time in the
United States and elsewhere, whEl,n the compression members of metal bridges
were made of cast iron. Many of them held together, but some did not. ,It
took the crowning disaster at Ashtabula, Ohio, to teach engineers that c.ast
iron was an improper material for the vital members of abridge. Notwithstanding the nUIIlerouf!bridgesoftp.at type then standing, engineers eliminated
cast iron,. Too much emphasis. cannot be ;given the. Gem Lake failp.re. It
te~ches that under such.severe climatic and operating ,conditions, the multiplearch dam with its relatively· thin concrete, should not ,bEl used:
The :writer also wishes to call attention to what is believed to be an unfortunate tendency among engineers and is exemplified in the present instance.
As spon asa concrete structure fails, a number of commentators feel that it is
necessary to rush to the defense of concrete as such, and endeavor to explain the
failure by citing some unusual defect. In this case, some think that the
small PElrcentage of clay and silt explains the whole matter. Possibly so,but
the evidence is all to the contrary. Asa rule, a smal1PElrce:lltage of silt renders
the concrete more water-tight. Oomparison is made between the structure that
failed and some ideal concrete that' is sometimes obtained in the laboratory
and rarely if ever in the structure as built. Engineering structures are built
ofthemateriaJs at hand. There are regions in the West, of volcanic or granite
formation where it is impossible to obtain anything but a metlium quality of
sana. or r;ck. Oonstruction, even under the best of supervision, is always subject to conditions that make the resulting structure far short of the ideal.
This imPElrfect structure is the one that engineers have to deal with and
that sometimes fails-not the ideal one for which everything is perfect. Although always striving for the very best, ihe Engineering. Profession should
design in the light ofinforrnatiouobtained in actual praCtice as to just what
degree of perfection . ;may be realized. in the structures built under ordinary
conditions.
' .
.
Yr.. Jorgensen undollbtedlyfeelsch,agrined oyer the failure qfthedlt;m,.
The writer believes this ~o ,be lllrgelY'unnl)l~~ssary. ' ,His damwa:o, well design~,d
in accordance with good practicEl'llnd it. ,~as rea~onllbly well1:lUilt. .It resisted
the stresses of the water, Qutfailed gradl:!aIly under sovere climaticc.onditioIll;!
coupled with certllin operating conditions ,not llsllaI,in man,Y· CnseE!.
The~alue of the failure .at Gem Lllke' ,will lie largely ,with those who im
terpret it correctly. To those who s,ee in it>IIlerely another example of a
defective tyPEl of concrete, to be added to th~~housands of such examples
already existing, the failure ~ill be of no· ~alue. To those engineers who
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find in the combination of thin concrete a.rches, severe eliJ71ate, and rathE!r
'Unusual operating conditions an explanation of the failure, the)essonwillbe
of the utmost value.. IIad. Mr. Jorgensen had before him.a. simil~r exatP.ple
when designing theG,em Lake Dam it is conGeivapletPll;t hewo;ldhaye
adopted another .type. Therein lies the value of the lesson, of, this failure. .

stress. It is well known how destructive such variation of stress is; it is also
known now slowly it works' and that a catastrophe, due to such conditions,
sometimes may come without warning and most unexpectedly if specialprecautions are not taken.
It would seem that the destruction recorded at the Gem Lake Dam .is an
ideal example of how a most excellent piece of construction is being slowly
destroyed by colloidal action. At the same time it offers another'oppprtunity
for the engineer to take a decided step forward ill technical progress.
Destruction similar to that recorded is general in the tropics even to $~ch
extent that in certain parts competent engjneers refuse to use concrete for
permanent construction. The basis there for the change in colloidal absorption and subsequent stress variation is the monsoonal change, with some months
very dry and others very wet. .A comparison between conditions and effects
in cold and warm climate& is interesting, and the matter has beendiscussed.*

I. OESTERBLOM;X- M. AM. Soc. O. E. (by letter).-This paper is unus'ua:lly
interesting and raises again a question that is causingan'xiety alrbver the
describ~d at the Gein
world: Slow disintegration of concrete, substantially
Lake Dam, seems to Cause even more tr6uble and anxiety in the tropics'. 'NatH.
rally, one is, therefore; led to ask: Is it really the cold that does the dam~ge?
1'hisis usually assumed-it seems so ob~iolls;but the obviOus is ndtalways
correct and is very often far from correct. .
.
" . •
In the case under discussion it may be the cause in part, but therea:l~o
seems to be evidence of otber causes. i Under the heading "History of Operation" (page 715),. it is stated that: "During th~ eight YE!ar~ of operation of the
structure, very few cracks occurred in it;" This does not' seem to 'be the
b~havior of cold weather whtchacts o~ entrappedwaterwithagreatdealdf
VIOlence and speed. The force is evidently of a slower nhture;; but is/none the
less very destructiv.e.
"
There is further evidence that it wasIiot fros.t that cau.sed the essential
part of the destruction; Referring to the fi'rst para!rraph under theheadiuc..
"0.ond
·ff
.D·
" (page. 723),'.'it is stated'" that in the
. intervening
'. b '
I IOn
0 . am m1924
mIddle belt, the concrete had become dead and inert, but that a section at the
bottom of each arch was little affected. If frost had been the cause, would
not the effect have been general?
The subsequently recorded opinion of investigating engineers would seem
to be in?onsistent. Iftherew3;s sufficient porosjty toperinitpercolation,the
destructIOn, by necessity, would.have tliken· place during the ,first· wintel' after
(j<;,nstructio n , bOlt this Mr. Jorgensen, hiInsel£,is able to disprove by very competent evidence-:--"his OWl} records-long before any trouble was anticipated.
.The paper also states that "during this time [two years] nochapge in the
structure was apparent." The concrete evidently. was most excellent and of
the highest consistency.
Everything. seems to point. to a more insidio,us force than mere frost ..and
water. The writer suggests the supplementary compressive forces ,due to the
colloidal expansio,n of the silica gels that make up thE! cement.
It would be interesting to know where the cracks really occu1'1't3d froJ71,the
vievvpoint of stress calculation based on such yxpansion, in. addition to, the
usual effects of gravity; a~d temperature.' "Such. ~alculat.ions, compared' with
the actual records of the. cracks, would really be conclusi;e., .."
.. Oolloidal exp~nsion is also due to presence of, wat~r but in very s~all quanhtles only and m such a state, ordinarily, that frost would have n<;,direct
effect. Even in the best'ofcpncretethis water is present and it is only nec~s~
sary that the external water shouldvary..c.2as if 'did in this case-in order to
setup a change in colloidal absorption andsubsequertt variatiotiof; internal
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B. O. OO+-LIER;t M. AM. Soc.O.. E.(by letter).~The writel' has read with
great interest, the various points brought out in the paper, the discussion regarding the failure of the concrete in Gem Lake Dam to withstand the effects
of cold or other disintegrating agents, and especially the statement in the
Synopsis (page 713) relative to the necessity .ofproviding a "positive and
permanent method of water-proofing concrete."
For several years he has been an earnest advoclite of the necessity of proper
selection of aggregates i;p. order to insure the life of concrete structures,especially when subjected to water conditions. The statements made by several
discussors, to the effect that a very probable cause of the failure was the use
of limestone as the aggregate, are fully in accord with his experience. For a,
r~umper of years he has believed that concrete will not withstand the continued
Ilcti()nofwater pressures especially when it is in thin slab sections. Examinlltior~ of a number of reservoir and similar linings seems to prove that the
90nl;~nnc4passing of minute quantities of water through the pores of the con{!"(l~I)h(\8 the effect of a gradual attrition of the cement particles, and the conse'il\g<1o~n of the structure.
itl8tjipn}ws also ,been of especial interest to the writer, because he
ring thepel'iodof construction of this dam, to pass opinion on
(lCt,l,lll., gnnite covering to be applied to the up-stream face as.
,.
Atthattime knowledge regarding such details was
; tj~ioll offered to the effect that at least 1 in. of rein-.
was. not accepted as advisable. According
in, at the bottom and iin. at the toP)WliS

1m

what the probable result might
with proper reinforcement been
ihat' for a p€riod of almost three
WII,~''fllrltA,il; hutthat subsequently this seepa€~e

~?;('~~:~~~~;:~1~.;;!~,r~~I~~.~~:;jril~.~~~~~~~~11:'~i~1~~;,
't Pres, Cement Gun COmPllnYi'IU<).• Allentown,: I'l\!
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lllternate rise and fall of the water naturally causes severe stresses and a tendency to movement in theur-stream surface. Without question this stress
continued over a period of time, caused the development of checks'or cracks i~
the thin shell of unreinforced gunite, thereby ultimately defeati~g its original purpose, and allowing the passage of the water through the dense surf~ce
covering to the porous concrete beneath.' Although, as stated at the time at
which this work was done little knowledge was extalJt regarding methods of
water-proofing with gllnite, later. experiences have indicated that had, a
heavier coat of properly reinforced gunite been used, it would' probably
have prevented the seepage of the water and the consequent disintegration of
the concrete whether due to faulty sand, faulty aggregate, porosity, or frost
action.
. '
....

conditions, may form in the pores of porous concrete in sea water is increased
by chemical' action. In· hydraulic structures subjected to frost conditions the
particles of Water contained in the con<Jrete will expand considerably when
this water is transformed into ice, and thus tend to spall the concrete or
weaken it otherwise. In passing from the liquid to the solid state, water
expands with a force equal to about 150 tonspersq; ft. One cubic inch of
water at 32° Fahr. occupies 1.09 cu. in. in the form·ofice at32°Fahr~,
which is equivalent in expansion to about one-tenth of. the 'original volume.
Porous concrete is, therefore, apt to suffer considerably from frost .action.
Dense concrete is known to be practically immune against it.
The authors point out that serious deterioration has taken place irithe
arches of the Gem Lake Dam where the concrete was subjected to waterpres~
sure at the time of low temperatures. On the other chand, 1£. 1£.O"Shaugh"
nessy, 1£. Am. Soc. O.E., has stated* that in the Lake Eleanor'l'llultiple-arch
dam, built in 1918, at an elevationof4 660 ft., "there are no i:ndications of
wear and tear on this concrete structure, and the location is subject to severe'
frosts without any noticeable depreciation whatever in the concrete"; further,
that, in his opinion, "the failure of the Gem Lake Dam is due not to desigri
of structure, but to defective granite dlist and materials ,being incorporated
in the' sloppy overwateredconcreteduring construction."
The writer can testify from personal knowledge that, also, the Bear Valley
multiple-arch dam, located at an elevation of6 700ft;, shows verylittle,ifany,
deterioration from frost action.
The Gem Lake Dam was :built in 1915 and 1916; TheiBearValleyaild
Lake Eleanor multiple-arch ,dams were constructed:in 1912 and 1918,
respectively. The Gem Lake Dam suffered from frost action, the other two
dams are apparently as strong as at any time in their history, although the
climatic conditions are similar at all three sites.
What was wrong, then,with the concrete·of the Gem Lake Dam,? The
authors state that the upper 30 ft. of theiexistingarches and the buttresses
supporting them appeared to be in perfect condition. Only that part 'of the
arches which was below the reservoir level during the severewintercondi,.
tions was damaged. The temperature variatiolls in the upper arches and the
buttresses were at least as great as for the lower arches, and probably greater.;
ll;' was, therefore, apparently not· the low temperature itsiMthat damaged the
!OWOl' al'ches, but evidently the water which;had been ,filtered into the concrete
Ilud which expanded when it was transformed into Ice in freezing weather.
lilhllfltll' deterioration of concrete has been observed in 'manystructures' exposed
tltlWllitOl' and frost, in canal head"works as well as in;somegravity dams many
thickness. In rriost of these cases, deterioration:eouldeasily be traced'
~tl·ilJtH'U'.tU! concrete, or unsuitableaggregate,orboth.
oonstruction, of the Gel'll.Lake Dam, aIake salld,containiilg 3l%
elf Cl!lltY'.IllctJltl 1% of dirt" was mixed with the sand froirithe l'Ockcrushei ill
l)l'l~fllllltlC:n1 (\:f about ,71i%of,lake. sand to~5%of crils.l1ed'rocksaIld.ItiS
not atllt(Jd W!Hlthol' or not this sand was properly graded:;"The frictthatcomk
'telltll O'll' .spec'imens made' during construction>showedan average

It is interesting tonote the suggestion made by some of the discussors
that a coating of asphalt on the up-stream face would have resulte<i i~ the
saving of the structure. In view of the statements recently mad.e to thewrite~
by several engineers in charge of large water"works activities, to the effect
that not only is asphalt, when subjected to such conditions, not water-proof,
but also that the life of a membrane coating under water does not exceed 15
or 20 years, doubt naturally arises as to the efficacy of such treatment. An
engineer of wide experience in testing work has recently stated that he had
definitely proven that asphalt would absorb moisture.
The writer has long been an ardent believer in the adequacy of Portland
cement, when it is properly applied, asa resistant to-water action.. In order
to produce this resistance it is necessary to provide a density of application
similar to that ofgunite. In addition, however, a broad experience in insp.ection. of such str~cturesa~ this had indicated the necessity of pro~rly
remforcmgthe gUlllte slab m order to eliminate the breaking down by
"weave". and constant movement;· o~, to insure against the development of
checking or cracking from internal stresses., Such authorities as F. E.Turneaure, 1£. Am. Soc. O. E., have' clearly shown that cement structures should
always be reinforced against the initial "setting up". stresses, and in accordance therewith, the writer is now recommending that, forgunifeslabsfor
water"proofing, reinforcement or not less than 0.3 of 1 % should always be used
and that. preferably, under. SUCh, severe conditions as, those at Gem Lake, th:,
percentage should be as high as 0.5. This percen~ageof reinforcement placed
equally in both directions will also provide an almost positive protection
against cracks that will arise from expansion and contraction. With such
r~inforcement, and with a thickness of approximately. 2 in. of gunite, expenence has sh.own that the positiVely water-proof' conditions specified by ", th~
authors as bemg necessary will be obtained.
.
,
FREDA. NOETZLI,* Assoc. 1£. .AM. SOc.C. E. {by letter).~Itiswellknown
that certain concretes are subject todet{lrioration fro~ .frost and. other actions
when they contain a considerable arr,lOuntofmoisture. The deterioration of
co~crete in sea water isa striking example of this phenomenon. In this case
the physical effect of the expansion of the salt crystals which, under certain
• Cons_ Hydr. Engr., Los' Angeles, •Calif.
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crushing strength of the 1:2:4 concrete of only. 900 lb. per sq. in. at the age
of 14 days would indicate that the quality of the sand used was not at all what
. it should have been for this type of structure. Ohemical decomposition of
certain ingredients of the granite dust of the "crusher run" may also have
been. one of thereaso:p.s for the troubles with the dam.
The authors deserve credit for emphasizing the necessity of seriously considering frost action when designing dams for cold climates. The method of
repair adopted for the G-em Lake Dam· is about as radical and. expensive. as.
could be devised, but it may have been necessary in view of the advanced state
of deterioration.
The writer believes that a satisfactory water-proofing of the arches, as
originally . attempted by the owners of the dam, could have been obtained
in the following manner: At the time when the concrete of the arches showed
signs of deterioration, the weak spots, leaky construction joints, etc., should
have been cut out as far as practicable and re-filled, for instance, by means
of a cement gun. Then a four-ply water-proof membrane of a Malthoid or
Tartex product might' have been applied in successive layers on the up-stream
face of the arches, and a protection slab of concrete, from 12 to 18 in.in thickness, .cast against the membrane.· The four-ply water-proof membrane would
have protected the old arches from infiltrations of water and thus have stopped
further deterioration. The concrete protection slab, besides preventing injury
to the membrane, would have added materially to the safety of the dam. A
dense concrete such as was used successfully for the Lake Eleanor multiple-arch
dam, referred to previously, would have insured the .permanency· of the protection slab.. The cost of this concrete slab wouldh)lve been relatively small asnd
forms would have been required for the under. side of the slab. The watertight membrane of the character described would have cost about 15 cents per
sq. ft. in place. The quantity of concrete for a 12-in. protection slab from. the
hed-rock up to an elevation of 30 ft. below the crest of the dam, would have
been approximately 1250 cu. yd. This compares with the 12000 cu. yd; used
for the method of repair adopted by the owners of the dam.· Themultiple-arch
type of dam has the advantage of offering easy accessibility to all parts of. the
structure. Repairs may be made, therefore, before the danger point has been
reached.
In what follows; the writer wishes to make a few suggestions which may be
helpful for. avoiding in future thin dams some of the di:fficultiesthat have arisEm
in .connection with the Gem Lake Dam.
The writer agrees with the authors that an impervious. concrete will prevent the· deterioration. of concrete subjected to· water pressure and extreme low
temperatures. A careful selection and the proper grading of sand and gravel
or crushed rock will go a long way toward accomplishing this end. A some·
what richer mixture than the standard 1: 2: 4 proportion, say, about
1 : 1.8 .: 3.5, will furnish a dense and strong concrete at a comparatively small·
increase in cost per 'cubic yard. Naturally, proper care in mixing and placing
the concrete is also of great importance.
The arches of multiple·arch dams should be designed so that for shrinkage,
.rib-shortening,. and maximum var~ations of temperature the tension stresses
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in the arches are safely. within the tensile strength of the concrete. A liberal
quantity of reinforcing steel should be added for additional safety. Special
attention should be given to the preparation of construction joints between
successive horizontal layers of .concrete. Leakage is most likely. to occur in
joints that have not been properly cleaned of laitanceand foreign matter.
Attack by frost would inevitably start sooner or later in such joints, anq. the
deterioration of the concrete would continue progressively. A 4-in. strip of
galvanized iron, placed from 3 to 4 in. from the up-stream side of the arches,
across all horizontal as well as vertical construction joints, will prevent
leakage through the joints.
InimpOTtant structures the entire up-stream Iace of the arches sh()uld be
covered with a layer of properly reinforced gunite from 1 in. to 2 in. thick.
Thin layers of unreinforced gunite, such as' was used on tlieGem :Lake Dam,
.
are not effective very long.
In spite of the partial disintegration of the Gem Lake Dam, the writer
firmly bylieves that safe and permanent structures .of the thin arch and
multiple-arch (ype maybe built in locations subject to severe weather con."
ditions. A proper design of the arches, suitable, well-graded concrete materials,
and careful mixing and placing of the concrete will result in structures which
will be safe, water-tight, and permanent. A considerable number of such dams
were built years ago and are satisfactory in. every way. A few others, like
the Gem Lake Dam, have given trouble for reasons which are fairly well understood by this time and caIi easily be avoided in future constructions.
A multiplecar'ch dam that will be 160 ft. high and more thani mile long is
now (December, 1925) under construction in the high Sierras at an elevation.
of 7200 ft. The multiple-arch type was selected for this structure after careful investigation of the probable causes that may have been responsible for the
troubles on Gem Lake Dam.
The authors seem to favor dams of the rock-fill type for locations where
extremely low temperatures may occur. Such rock-fill dams naturally would
have to depend for water-tightness on a concr'ete core' wall or on a concrete
faco slab; A. loose rock-fill is relatively porous a~d permits of more or less
free air circulation, including "chimney effect",that is, allowing the warmer
nndlighter air in the interior of the mass to rise and escape at the top of the
<lnn) , thus drawing in the cold outside air through the lower porous parts of
:fill. The thin slab of a: concrete core or face wall of such a rock-fill da:m,
litttll!f!i11(Jl'Oi would undoubtedly be subjected to some frost action, especially near
line, which, in case of porous or otherwise unsuitable concrete,
01' Inter would unquestionably .lead to progressive deterioration of the
t!O.l:.Il\\l!ltlHt.l, ltulsmuch a~there would be no simple way of observing such
dlJ'I'ltl':il\\lll.!il<:i:11 of the most vital part of a rock-fill dam, a "blow-out" of a weak
l)Ossfble failure. of the structure might occur in time.
A\(l(lljl~IUn~ 'to the authors the· Gem Lake Dam. was overtopped during a
depth of about 3 in. along the entire crest of the dam.
SMh oondit.io:hili ilfright have been disastrous fora rock-fill dam.
[:f. ort (~tlln :Llilce II rock-fill dam had been constructed, and if for' the core
01' face wnllth!illil~lD,lli lcind o£ aggr~gate had, peen, uSf;lq.with,the same class of
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workmanship as for the multiple-arch dam, itis possible that the authors would
hav.e had, o.ccasion to describe the, failure of arock-fill' dam instead of giving
an mterestmg account of the successful repairs of a multiple-arch dam.
F. W. SCHEIDENHELM,* M. AM. Soo. O. E.-The discussion by Senator
Llliggi is of exceeding, iIlt,erest to the speaker. '
Senator Luiggi is of the land which presumably was the first to devel~p
cement, namely, the Roman orpuzzolan cements. From Illuch that has been
said and written (not by Senato.r Luiggi)' one would infer that Roman
cements, or more particularly the structures in which they were used"ar~
everlasting. ,If so, an important art has been lost. However, the speaker
suspects that, th~ long life actually enjoyed,' by certain Roman puzzolan
cement-bound structures is due to the fact, that, except for the northern part
Italy is not subject to a rigorous climate. Freezing either does not occur
is of minor extent. In fact, the speaker's Personal observation on the occasions
of two-visits to Italy lead him to believe that'llnder similar climatic conditions, Roman cement-bound structures behaved much like Portland cementbound structures of the pl.'esent agoe. In neither c~se does the cement seem
tobe perfect. Even Italy, as well as America, has its probleIlls as to the dura'
bility of hydraulic structures.

0;

A FIJ]\,TJ)AMENTALQuEsTION
The Gem Lake Dam is a hollow concrete structure which, by reason of
disintegration of its deck, has failed to perform its intended function. Long
before the presentation of this interesting paper there was raised in the
speaker's mind the fundamental question: Is a hollow dam of concrete an
appropriate engineering structure, particularly for cold climates? This question carries with it the premise that the concrete is of a kind which is practicable of attainment under the present state of the art. The question applies
to hollow concrete dams of both the multiple-arch and the reinforced concrete
slab~deck types. Study of this question has led the speaker into a fairly
broad investigation and the occasion seems opportune for briefly stating the
reslllts and presenting his deductions.
At the outset it may, be stated broadly that ,the investigation has left the
15peaker optimistic as to the propriety of the use of concrete ,in hydraulic
structures which are exposed to severe freezing and thawing and, until there
is further and contrary evidence available, hisanswel' to the foregoing qllestion is definitely, even though qualifiedly, in the affirmative.
GEM LAKE DA,M DISWTEGRATION
First consider briefly the conditions obtaining in the case of the Gem Lake
Dam. The design involves relatively thin arches. The thickness was apparently from about 16 to about 34 in. within the areas of the arched decks
where disintegration occurred. However, relatively thin decks, whether in
the form of arches or reinforced concrete flat slabs, c'onstitute an essential
feature of hollow concrete dams. If the decks were not relatively thin, then
·,Oons;EIigr. (Mead & SCheldenllelm),New York,N. Y,

hollow cou'crete dams would lose a considerable proportion of any' economy
which they may offer. It is fair to state'that the design of. the Gem Lake
Dam foHows the general lines accepted as structurally satisfactory for dams
of its type.
As to the concrete of which the dam was originally built; the facts Rvailable from published information and private inquiry are none too detailed
nor reassuring. ' Among other things it is not unlikely that', the sand was
considerably too fine. The coarse aggregate' 'is questioned' by' certain interested engineers, but the information .available is not such as to cause ,the
speaker to attach any serious blame to it. 'The cement was presumably of a
quality equal to the average of standard Portland cements and subject only
to the qualifications that there is still m,uch lobe learned about cement in
general and that undoubtedly there are some steps still to be taken for the
improvement of the product.
The proportions in which the arch; concrete is reported to have been mixed,
namely, 1 part of cement to 6 of aggregate, might be adequate if the other
factors of the manufacture of the concrete in point were satisfactory; However, it seems not unlikely that the fineness of the sand would have warranted
a somewhat :greater cement content. Moreover, a greater cement content
would have been desirable, if indeed not imperative, in case the water-cement
ratio was relatively high. ,As to the latter, the speaker does not ,doubt that in
conformity with general practice at the ,time of the construction of 'the Gem
Lake Dam (1916) the water content was too great. (If the, builders of the
Gem Lake Dam erred in this- respect, let it ,be noted that many others,includ~
ing the speaker, have made the same error.)
The speaker has been unable to learn that any particular attention was
paid to the adequate curing oLthe concrete and agrees thoroughly with Mr.
Merrimanthat conditions were most unfavorable for proper curing. Although
impermeability and permanence of concrete are not direct functions of strength,
nevertheless, it is pertinent to note thatthe14~daystrength of specimens of
concrete tested during the original construction was ,only about 900 lb.per
sq. in. incompressiori. That fact in itself was none too, good an omen.
The outstanding characteristic of the disintegration of the concrete is that
npparently the arch mortar has tended to change from the original texture and
atrongth to a texture and strengthapproximatin~thoseof hard clay, or per!tnps even chalk. The disiritegration is reported to have been limited to the
n1'ches, the buttresses remaining in good condition. Although presum.
"hm'H"M'" was 'a tendency to requii'egreater workability and, hence, a wetter
the arch concrete than for the buttresses; yet this possibility andthedis';
i'tI'l:tlttl(ltl/tiotl of the arch do not necessarily indicate' that the arch concrete was
t:1Je buttress' COllcretG---"'in 'fact; the buttress cortcrete is reported to
lower cement content. 'It seems clear': only that'the
not of sufficiently good quality to withstand the severe
ph;ysioi\l (\gJIHliurCll111 tb which it -Was subjected. I t is likely that i£the buttress
eonCl'et:o '\ve:re ~llbjected, to, silI).i1ar physical conditions ,for. an equal length of
time simill'\'l" disini;ogl'ation would result.
'
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As pertinent to the causes of the disintegration and the possible means for
preventing similar disintegration in other structures, it is to be noted that
apparently the disintegration occurred only below the winter water sUrface of
the reservoir. The reservoir is reported to have been drawn down regularly
for the winter period to· a level about 30 ft. lower than .the ."pool-full" level.
Oorrespondingly, the upper limit of the disintegration is said to have been
about 30 ft. below the top. It is, therefore, a reasonable deduction that percolating water from the reservoir was a prerequisite of the. disintegration.,
On the other hand, the authors report that "a section of the bottom of
each arch was little affected." Olearly the absence of disintegration in the
lower part of the arched decks cannot be attributed to the absence of percolatingwater. It is true that the lower part of each arched deck is thicker than
thatdirec~ly above, but such a difference in thickness is too gradual and too
minor in amount to afford the explanation. Instead the speaker is strongly
inclined to agree with the authors in attributing that better condition to the
protection afforded by the drifts of snow which lodge against the lower' parts
of the decks.* Precipitation appears to be plentiful and must be in theform
of 'snoweven before the temperature becomes very low.
'
The absence of disintegration in the lower parts of the decks indicates that
percolation of reservoir water through the concrete is not necessarilY,or at
least not rapidly, harmful provided there is no severe freezinO' at the under
side of the deck. (Whether in the case of even the best quality of concrete
permitting percolation of water such percolation might not per 813 cause some
disintegration in the course of a number of years is'anotherquestion.)
The speaker inclines to the view' that the disintegration of the arched
decks at Gem Lake was due to the combination yf inferior concret~, percolating
wat,er,and severe freezing alternating with tha.wing, and that, in the' absence
of anyone of these three unfavorable factors, disintegration would probably
not have occurred. In fact, the number of unfavorable factors may prac-.
tically, be reduced to two, for if the concrete were impermeable percolation
could not have occurred. It is of special significance that the down-stream
faces of those parts of the arched decks which suffered damage were at no
time of the year protected by structural or natural (snow) enclosure aO'ainst
severe freezing.
.
'"
\3UCCESSFUL D;NENCLOSED HOLLOW CONCRETE,bA.MS

Engineers may well take cognizance of tb,efact that there are in existence
a number of hollow concrete dams, both of the multiple,a,rchand the rein,
forced concrete slab-deck types, which, despite their locations in regions, pf
rigorous climate involving alternate freezing a,ndthawing, have continued to
perform their intended functions and .whichh.avesuffered no disintegration
or, if therehas.been any disintegration, such l;1isintegrationhas been too
insignificant. to record. This fact, indicates strongly that such di:fficultie$. as
have been encountered ,with hollow concretedam$ havenpt bee:r;t dUepriIn~rily
• Charles W. Comstock, M. Am..Soc. '0. E., has informed the, speaker that he was told,
by members of the local operatmg staff of the Power Company that the near-by 30-ft:
Agnew Lake Dam becomes completely covered with" snow on its down-s,treain.. side. ,

to the thin decks, whether in the form of arches or of ·reinforced concrete
plates. 'Also, itshowi; that concrete can be produced which, in the accepted
sense, is permanent and can successfully withstand the rigors of such climates.
Agnew 'Lake Dam, Oalifornw.-'-Of existing hollow' COncrete dams which
are performing their intended functions the two which have the most direct
bearing on'the Gem Lake case are the Agnew Lake Dam (the mate of the
Gem Lake' Dam) and the Lake 'Eleanor Dam. The Agnew 'Lake Dam was
built by the same company~ by the same construction organization' and at
the same time as the Gem Lake structure; so that it, too, has had a life of
more than nine Years.*Itis situated on the same stream, at an 'el~:ation
only about 500ft. lower; hence, both dams are subject to practically the saUle
climatic ·conditions. The Agnew Lake D~m, however, is only 30ft. high and
is .• in a small gorge, so that its crest length 'is only 280 ft. , ln consequence,
the dam is rellOrted to be snowed in every winter, with the snow onth.e dc)'wnstream side extending to th~ very' top of the structure. Mi.-. Jorgensen, the
designer of both dams, states ·that. Agnew Reservoir remains practically full
throughout the winter.
The design of the Agnew Lake Dam is the same as that of the Gem. ;Lake
Dam. In view of the loW height of the Agne'I)V Lake Dam, therefore, the .thicknesses of arch decks subject to hydrostatic pressure from the reservoir 'during
the winter are nowhere so great as in the .cases of those decks of the Gem
Lake Dam which have suffered disintegration.
The concrete of the Agnew Lake structure is practically the same as that
at Gem' Lake. 'The coarse aggregate was taken from Gem Lake to Agnew
Lake. The sand apparently involved the only difference from the Gem Lake
construction, as about one-half of it came from Gem Lake and the remainder
from Agnew Lake itself. Henc~ in spots, at least, even the sand must have
been the same as at Gem Lake; on the other hand, Mr. J orgehsen was of the
impression that the local Agnew Lake sand Was of the poorer quality. As
regards water and cement contents and the method of'makingtheconcrete,
Ute reasonable assumption is that there was' no difference between the' two
,
!ltl'llctures.
Nevertheless, competent engineer observers agree that the Agnew Lake
is in first-class condition, having suffered no' disintegratiml. •Why,. then,
tlUrcrence? Presumably the unfavorable conditions as regards quality of
,percolation of w~ter, and s~verity of climate are essentially 'the~ame.
marked difference' appears to be that involved in the complete s~()w
lusdbviating severe freezing. The speaker agrees with¥r. Jorgensen
g the good condition of the Agnew Lake Dam to its snow cover
down-stream faces of the arched decks.
'
Dam, Oalifoi-riia.-The Lake Eleanor Dam, of the Oity cif
Snu Jrrntl(ll~(lO, locnted on a tributary of the Tuolumne River,· is likewise of
thb
t~peand is of approximately the same height, namely,70
ft.
80 ft. gross height of the Gem Lake Dam. Lake Eleanor

a,ft"t·

•

"Mllll.lllli!·AN~1

t:lllmn on RushCreek,CaIlfornla," L.R. Jorgensen,M. Am. Soc.C. E.,

Z'I'CQlffUC/iC11I8. Am. Soo. O. E" Vol. LXXXI (1917), p. 850.

"
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Dam is on the western slope of the Sierra N evadas at an aititudeofollly about
,4650 ft. above sea level,whereasthe.~emLake and Agnew Lake Dams are
on the eastern slope of the same mountains atelevatiollsabout 40QO ft. higher.
N€lvertheless, the Lake Eleanor Dam, too, is subject to the most important
and .severe, element .of .climatological conditions...,--Talternate freezing and. thaw:ing; in fact,,"the cqnditions at the Lake Eleanor site ar(;), not unlikely, more
severein that, by reason of thelower·altitup.e, the c;vcleqf freezing and thaw. ,
ing:\nay occ.ur IT.lore frequentlY:, vd thin a given t i m e . . .
The panels ofLake Eleanor Dam between center'hof buttr~!>ses lJ,re4;O it:,
just asinthe case of Gem I1ak;e. Its, lengthisapproximat~ly 126Q ft.. It
w:af>" 1;>uilt in 19,17~18 and the. same engineer paP. an impOrtant partin the
desi~J,l of each of the two structures. ,. Although there arecertai:n differences
iIltheth,ickness of memlJers, these are relatively Illin\lr;it is rail' to state
that structurally the two dams, areessentially alike.. Furthermore, the likeness extends to the COnditions of ,operation, for in each car:;e the water surface
?{ the, reservoir is. reported to' be; comparatively low. in winter, , Possibly there
is somewhat more fluctuation of water surface durin!o\the. winter seftson in
the '. Lake. Eleanor Reservoir than in the Ge~. Lake ,~tJ'ricture. As in the case
ortpe latter; the Lake Eleanor Dam has 110 spilhvay apro~, nor. any other type
of eric1o~ure of the spac'e between buttresses/ Tts spillway is i:n it' solid gravity
part ofthe dani.
I
Tha't thereha'sbeen no disintegration hisbeenstated*by Mr. O'Shaughnessy, according to whose report,the present Inultiplecarch dam" at the Lake
Eleanor site is in .due course to 'be displaced by arock-fiU dam•. The ultimate
dam is to be between 150 and 175 ft. high.t Apparently, the designers consider ,a multiple-arch dam~or a buttressed arch dam, in the terminology
which they Properlyprefer+as being either unsafe oruneconomlcal for so
,gr(:iat aheigl,ltas that. ultimately. intende,d for the Lake Eleanor site.
;Newrtheless, thi'l arched decks of the existing p.am are intended to be utilized
and relied... on to. furnish the 10w(;)r70ft,ofwater-tight up-stream diaphragm
for,.the ultimllt,e, high, ro,ck-fill dam. Evidently, those, inrer:;ponsible!Gharge
entertain. no doubts as to the ,durability of this particular multiple-arch dam.
Mr. O'Shaughnessy characterizes the Lake Eleanor Dam as being astruc,tural,as well as an econOmic, "uccess.
.
,,,Azjs,cphos Da1)1"Mai'l}~!~~.;suCoces"fulunenclosep. hollow CClllGrete dam
. ~hiifJ:h.hltsPad a fairly Jong)ife is, the ,Aziscohos Dam, built inH)lO~l1, onOlle
of. tHe tributaries of .the 411drosGoggin River ill Maine.. It is about 75 ft. high
a:q~the l.tQllow ,concrete Part is about 500 ft. long, of whichone-halfis spillway.
1;'he spiVwa,y p()rtion ha.s an apron extending down abouUwo-thirds the. way
frqmth.e spillway crest to. the foundation:r;ock, but not a, suflkient distance to
have a material effect o:q. temperature conditions in that'. pa:rt of, the dam '. as
compared with the bulkhead part,where there ianot even a Partial enclosure
onthe, down-stream side...
.'"
"
T:q.e ,deck is, reinforced and hlls "a. flat. surfac~ 011. the up-stream side? but is
arc:q.ed only on tpe down-stream. side. Th~ minimum thickness of the deck
• En.gineering NeW8-Rec~rd, July 30,19,25" p.194..
t Loo. oit., September 4, 19W,p. 46 (l;,' ' .

slab at the crown of the arches is apparently about 30 in. and the maximum
about 36 in. The deck concrete is said to be of 1 : 2.5 : 3 proportions. A
detailed description of the dam has been published:x,
On the occasion of an inspection of the Aziscohos Dam in June, 1922, the
only disintegration observed by the speaker was'in the cases of two reinforced
concrete brace-beams in the outlet bay, exposed to water and freezing. This
good condition is confirmed by the observation of George C. Danforth, M. Am.
Soc. O. K, who visited the structure in 1923. Admittedly twelve years is not
a long life for a dam; on the other hand, in practically every case of seriOllS
disintegration of concrete the trouble has made itself known within ten years.
Eugenia Falls Development Dam, Ontario, Oanada.~A hollow concrete
dam exposed to temperature conditions approximating those of Gem Lake
Dam is that of the Eugenia Falls development of the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontario. This dam is of the Ambursen type, with the con C
ventional reinforced concrete flat deck slab. It is situated about 70. miles
northwest of Toronto, Ont., Oanada, in latitude 44° 20' North, where it is
subject to a maximum annual variation of temperature of about 125° Fahr.,
ranging from 35° below zero to 90° above. The structure was completed in
1914, and thus has been in service for more than 11 years. It is about 50 ft.
high and the hollow concrete part is about 1250 ft. in length.
This part of the structure is entirely of bulkhead section, that is, open on
the down-stream side, except a relatively short spillway the apron of which
extends so short a distance below the spilIwayerest as to have negligible enclosing effect. During the winter the reservoir surface fluctuates throughout the
upper one-third of the height of the dam. In this part of the structure the
reinforced concrete deck slabs are about 16 in. thick. The deck concrete is' of
.t : 2: 4 proportion, the minimu.mthicknessbeing 12 in.
In the main the foregoing information regarding the Eugenia Falls Dam
was furnished by the Chief Engineer of the Oommission, F. A.Gaby, M. Am.
Soc. C. K Mr. Gaby has further stated that recent inspection showed that
tho lower faces of the deck slabs have not disintegrated. A minor amount of
Htl1dngis said to be in evidence in the upper part of the up-stream faeeofthe
doe]' at some of the construction joints, this being attributed to the fact that
I,ho, upper parts of many of the deck slabs were poured during the unfavorable
t,tHnpe~~tures of December. From the performance of this structure Mr. Gaby
IHfol'B that concrete with proper proportioning and good mixing, so as to result
lrilidotlse product, will successfully withstand rigorous conditionsof cold.
ENCLOSED HOLLOW CONCRETE

Durs

not be surprised that there are various instances of hqllow congenerally of the Ambursen type) which are compl~tely enclosed
It· stream faces of the buttresses and which haVe. suffered no disinIn general, the enclosure results from the use of a comtlpt'Pl\. An ex:ample of such structures, which has been visited
llpoaker, is the Warrior Ridge Dam of the Penn Central Light
C;Jlllf!t:,tlIIYJ 011
Branch
in PennNew.., March 9, 1911.,
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sylvania. This structure, about 30 ft. high and about 450 ft. long, is entirely
of spillway section. It was constructed in 1906, thus having about 20 years
service to its credit. The speaker's earlier observation as to absence of disin'tegration has been confirmed more recently by several other engineers.
OTHER OASES OF DISINTEGRATION

To mention several other instructive cases where disintegration of concrete
in dams has occurred, the first is an intake dam,* on Bishop Creek, in 031ifornia, likewise on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevadas, which suffered
some disintegration on the down-stream face of the relatively thin section of
the dam. This disintegration is reported to have been stopped. by an earth
back"fill against the downcstream face, thus preventing extreme temperature
variations at the surface of the concrete.
_
',
,
Stony River Dam, West Virgiwia.-A case with which the speaker has had
considerable personal contact is that of the hollow, reinforced concrete dam of
the Ambursen type, on Stony River in West Virginia.t This dam is situated
in the northern part of the State at an altitude 3 400 ft. above sea level, andi~
subject to severe freezing weather. It was constructed in 1912-13, failed)n
part in January, 1914, by theuI!dermining of a too shallow cuF-0l:f wall, and
was reconstructed in 1914-15, the reconstruction being under th~supervision
of the speaker. " .
In the concrete of both the original work and the reconstruction local sandstone was utilized for the coarse aggregate and likewise,bycru~hing.and rolling, for the sand. In both cases the concrete was placed wet, one might say
"slushy"~ The deck slabs were of 1 : 2 :4 concrete. Iii no res~ct had the failure of the dam been due to the quality of the concr~te; in fact, the good ap.
pearance of t:\:ie original concrete in the spring of 19141E;ld to the de~isio:p. to
continue the use of local aggregates~ The o.p}y excuse for tlle wet concrete lies
in the fact that at that, tillle sJ+ch was the generally accepte~ prjl.ctice.
As part of the reconstruction certain structuralm,odificatiolls were made,
That part of the dam which had failed' had been of 0]!en bUlkhea~s~ction, but
this was replaced by means of a second spillway, which, like the original spillway, has a completely enclosing apron on the down-stream side. Furthermore,
in order to prevent freezing of the foundation drainage systeIl1, installed
throughout the entire dam as part of the reconstruction, a concrete ,housing
was built in all the previously open bulkhead b~ys, except only' the' bays of
lesser height near ·the ends of the dam.t This housing consists of a curtainwall of concrete, 12 in. th~ck, extending for. about two-thirds of the height of
the dam, together with a roof, 7 in. thick, extending horizontally from the top
of the curtain-wall up stream' to a junction with the deck.
The watei:-Ievel fluctuates considerably, There is no fixed regimen which
applies one winter after another.
During the first six years of the life of the original concr~te,that)s, ulltil
1919, practically no evidence of disintegration ,was discernible. Aninspectiorl

* See

p. 724.

t Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. LXXXI (1917), pp. 907-1100.
:j: Loc. cit., p. 955, Plate XII.
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in the autumn ,of 1919, however, revealed some spalling of concrete on the u~
stream face of one of the original deck slabs near the center of the dam. It IS
presumed that the spalling originated during the severe winter of 1917-18, for
which period a minimum temperature at the dam of 36° below zero Fahr.,was
reported. At the time of this inspection the spalling extended to a depth of
about 5 in., the total thickness of the deck slab at this point being about 14
in. ' The spallingextended across the entire width of the deckslab (about 13
ft.); this fact, together with the further fact that this slab was the only one
which had spalled, indicated that the disintegration may have been due to, i~
proper treatment of the concrete in that particular area. .In 1921 the dlsmtegrated slab was patched by superimposing a reinforced concrete slab. However, water penetrated between the original and superimposed slabs and the
disintegration of the original slab continued, until finally the concrete crumbled and flpalled on the lower o~ down-stream face of the. slab in the same
region, exposing the reinforcing steel.
. . .
In the meantime the two adjacent deck slabs were showmg an mcreaslng
seepage through the concrete, thus casting doubt on the earlier indicat~on that
the slab first showing disintegration had been subject to an isolated mstance
of faulty workmanship. It is likely, however, that this part~cular part o! the
original deck was made of concrete in which, as compared wIth the remamder
of the work, there was aggravated some error in making the concrete: as, ~or
instance excessive water-cement ratio or improper curing. The slabs m pomt
were undoubtedly cast at a time when there was no freezing and possibly even
during hot weather. Further repair work was done during 1924.
'The area affected comprises only about one-fourth of 1 % of the total de~k
area of the dam. It is important to note that there is no record of any dISintegration below the roof of the housing (which applies to about three-fifths
of the bulkhead sections of the dam), and, similarly, that there a~pears to be
no disintegration whatsoever within either the old or the new spIllway, and,
therefore, completely enclosed, sections of the structure.
. .
.
The fact that in the new spillway section there has been no dlsmtegratIOn,
whether of deck"apron, or buttresses, is the more noteworthy because there~as
bo(m considerable disintegration in the new spillway mat or channel floormg
lind IIlso in the concrete placed during the reconstructio~ t~~einforc~ the footin that part of the dam which had not failed. Thrs ~Ismte~ratI.on.of the
concrete was most marked on horizontal, or only shghtly mchned, sur'1'he newer concrete which has suffered disintegration was undoubtedly
" too much water and too little cement, especially considering the
:f the aggregate used, and much of the concrete ~as p~a?ed during the
w()Vor, as compared with the new concrete whICh dIsmtegrated, the ,
tho ll\lW spillway similarly contained too much water;. the' cement
spillway was greater only in the deck and apron (1 : 21 :3!),
buttresses, which, like the spillway channel mat, were of
()()ll(lrete is not superior to that of the original decks. . The
~orrr(,,~tllrt thicker at the .same elevations, but the speaker .beheves

l)eclltlso of. the cOrnpleteenclosure that the new decks
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withstood successfully the severe winter of 1917-18 and appear still to be in
excellent condition.
In considering' possible causes of the disintegration of the small' area of
deckslab in the original part 'of the dam, the question arises whether the difficulty may not have focused at and been due to the ice sheet covering the
reservoir in winter. The water surface of the reservoir may actually have
been at or slightly above the disintegrated area during the winter of 191.7-18;
moreover, the fact that the disintegration was first noticeable on the up-stream
surface implies that there may have been some plucking action on the Part
of the ice, thus causing the observed spaIling. However, other facts indicate
that the ice sheet is not primarily responsible, but rather that it may have
accentuated and made obvious a disintegration which had an earlier and more
direct cause, namely, percolation of reservoir water through the deck slab and
consequent freezing of the slab while in a saturated condition and unprotected on the down-stream side. One fact bearing on this matter is that the
water level is by' no means fixed seasonably; another is the experience in the
case of the Gem Lake Dam where the disintegration extended for: many feet
below the winter water level of the reservoir;
Limitation of Disintegration to Unenclosed Dams.-The speaker is familiar
with or has reports on disintegration of concrete in various other hollow' concrete dams, both of the multiplecarch and reinforced concrete deck-slab types.
However, persistent inquiry on his part has not revealed to date a single
instance where disintegration of concrete has occurred in the 'decks of hollow
concrete dams in which the down-stream faces of the decks are protected
against severe freezing temperatures. He would not have been surprised to
learn of some cases where obviously poor concrete had disintegrated even
under such protected conditions, for, at best, a relatively thin slab subject to
percolation' from reservoir water is functioning under severe handicaps. The
apparently complete absence. of disintegration- in enclosed parts of hollow concrete dams thus seems all the more remarkable.
Time and space do not warrant consideration of the 'disintegration of concrete which has taken place in altogether too many solid concrete dams, but
it is worthy of note that such disintegration has occurred primarily in regions
where there is severe freezing and in parts of dams which are fully exposed
to the prevailing atmospheric conditions. Incidentally, the disintegration
which has occurred in such dams appears to be greater as the surfaces approximate' the horizontal.
TENTATIVE OONCLUSION

In the light of the foregoing considerations, the speaker has reached the
tentative conclusion that hollow concrete dams may be constructed and relied
on to be relatively permanent, provided:
1.-The design is good and the proportIons of the members liberal, especially as regards thickness of concrete protecting any reinforcing steel.
2.---'-The cpncrete is made of proper materials and in a proper manner, in
accordance with present knowledge of the art. This involves capable, conscientious, rigid, and authoritative inspection. .
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3.-The dams are enclosed by means of diaphragms or heat-insulating walls
located at or near the down-stream faces of the buttresses.
This tentative conclusion has been reached with full recognition of the
fact that hollow concrete structures of necessity can tolerate disintegration
toa less extent than solid concrete dams. The point is that disintegration
is believed to be avoidable.
The speaker is sufficiently optimistic to believe that hollow concrete dams
can be builtin freezirigclimates successfully even without the enclosure. However, in view of the present status of the art of concrete construction and the
contingencies which at best enter into any concrete work, he believes it is not
conservative to rely entirely on obtaining the proper quality of concrete.
The most important quality to be attained in the deck concrete is, of
course,' water-tightness and this, in turn, is directly dependent ,on the,den;
sity of the concrete itself. Without presuming to have any final lmowledge
on the point, the speaker doubts thE) practicability of obtaining in dams reliably water-tight concrete decks,by means of surface or membrane coverings.
Acknowledging that, in general, such coverings must be of some benefit, hl:J
prefers to place his main reliance on properly attained density of the concrete
itself.
As to the character of the recommended enclosure, it should be noted that
the form of the enclosure in the case of the Stony River Dam was governed
by a different consideration. If this point of protecting the entire downstream surface of the decks had been in mind, the enclosure would undoubtedly have been carried to the full height of the dam. A fact of importance
developed in the functioning of the Stony River Dam is that within the
enclosure the temperature does not fall materially below the freezing point.
For instance, .during the winter of 1915-16,the lowest temperature within
the enclosed part of the dam was
26 0 Fahr., whereas the lowest outdoor
temperature was _12 Fahr. Under these conditions no serious ice formation took place within the enclosure. Evidently, the radiation of heat from
the reservoir water and from the foundation material into the enclosed space
to a large extent offsets the radia;tio~ of heat through the enclosing diaphragm
from the enclosed space into the outside air.
The 'down-stream insulating wall may be of concrete,either single or, better
HHl;l,double; in the latter case, it affords an insulating air space within the
wull.Hollow tile also seems appropriate for the purpose. The tile might be
(Jo(\ted with stucco or gunite if a more pleasing appear:illce is ,desired. IncidIm tally, such a diaphragm, especially if of concrete, serves as a brace between
blilttresses.
fJ}h\hwater-works rese).'voir· dam, at Ooatesville,Pa., of the Ambursentype
nnd
under the supervision of Alexander Potter,Assoc.M.Am.
in 1916-17, is understood to have its non-spilling concrete sec<ltll~lol~ed by. ,an, approximately vertical diaphragm of· No. 28,four-rib
,qir'VI'I,h'!dll .form of metal lathing), covered by a 1-in. thickness 0.£ plaster.
fUl'thm' understood that such an enclosure is solely, for archi~rho speaker alsonote~ with interest Mr. Reed's statement

+
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that one of the more recent Norwegian dams, the so-called Fjergeng Dam, is
enclosed by an insulating wall on the down-stream side.
MISCELLANEOUS
The speaker will await with much interest the result of the long time test
by Nature as to the quality of the concrete used in the Gem Lakereconstruction work, especially in view of the somewhat low cement content. It would
be of interest to know in what direction the diagonal cracksexterid, that
are mentioned by the authors as having occurred near the up-stream toes of
three of the buttresses. It appears not unlikely, that these cracks are of the
same nature as those lllentionedby Mr. Lippincott.
OHARLES W. OOMSTOCK,*M. AM. Soc. C. E.~The dominant note in the preceding discussion seems to be one of condemnation of the concr~te used in. the
original construction. From this opinion the speaker dissents.
Records of concrete tests made during construction are not at hand, but the
speaker has had access to them and has studied them carefully. To the best
of his recollection compression tests on 6 by 12-in. cylinders at 28 days gave
upward of 1 900 lb. per sq. in. Generally this would be regarded as satis:'
factory.
The speaker made an examination of Gem Lake and Agnew Lake Dams in
May, 1924. The exposed portions of both dams, arches and buttresses, were
carefully gone over with pick and hammer. Holes were drilled or dug at
various places where indications were unsatisfactory. Except for the belt,
'about 30 ft. wide, of the arches of Gem LakeDam,which has been described
in the paper; the concrete was satisfactory in appearance and perfectly sound,
ringing clearly when struck with a hammer. ,The buttresses at Gem Lak~
were in perfect condition. There was no spalling or other evidence of deterioration. Agnew Lake Dam was apparently in perfect condition throughout.
The speaker was not connected with the original construction, of these
dams and has no personal reason for defending the methods or materials used,
but all the evidence indicates that the work done and the results obtained
were as good as possible with the materials a;:ailable.
Mr. Flinn has suggested that concrete materials should be selected with
greater care than is usually bestowed upon them, that they should be carefuny analyzed:- and scientifically proportioned. While the soundness of this
suggestion wi1l not be questioned, and it is certain that the best results cannot
otherwise be obtained, it should be remembered- that the constructor is nearly
always limited by considerations of cost to the sand and coarse aggregate
afforded by the surrounding territory. Cement is purchased under standard
specifications with which all established brands comply. Defective concrete is
rarely due to poor cement, although sometimes to improper manipulation)
In the speaker's opinion unsatisfactory concrete resuIts more often from
poor sand than from any other one cause, but in this material the constructor
frequently has little or no choice. ,The alternative is to use the b~sfthat is
available and be content with concrete of qmiIity inferior to the ideal.
* Engj.;, Dwight P. Robinson &: Co., Inc., New York,N. Y •.
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At the time' of the reinforcement of Gem Lake Dam the sandpits used in
the original construction were entirely submerged and inaccessible. The nearest naturalsand would have had to b~ hauled 16 miles and then drawn up the
inclines and barged across Agnew Lake, as was done with cement and lumber.
The
c~st• was
prohibitive.
It .'was necessary to grind the country
rock
to
.
l!l!,
.
'
.,
obtain salld. ,Vhether the new concrete will be superior to the old remains
to be seen.
A word as to Aghew Lake Dam-it is about 550 ft. lower than Gem Lake
and was built to afford storage for one or two seasons pr~or;to the completion
of Gem Lake Dam. Since the completion of the upper dam water stands
almost constantly at spillway level in Agnew Lake, thus protecting the water
face against' freezing onthat side. Agnew Lake Dam is onlJ' a little, more than
30 ft. high, and sn~wdrifts pile upto its full height on the lower side eyery
winter. This affords ample pr'otection against the freezing which has damaged
a part ~f, the GemJ:Jake structu~e, ~ndaccounts fol' the presentsound condition of th~ lower dam.
After a carcful study of both these dams the speaker was unable to find
anyother explanati6n of the peculiar nature and location of the damag-ethan
, that given in the paper. He does not believe that the facts square with any
assumption of poor concrete in the original construction. Whether it would
have been b~tter to have chosen an ep#rely different type of dam in the first
'place IS '~nother 'question.
GEORGE W. HOWSON,* Assoc. M. AM. Soc.O. E. (by letter).-This.very
frank discussion of the failure of the concrete in the arches of the Gem Lake
Dam is'' extremely interesting to those engaged in the design and construction of dams, and carries a warning to those building thin exposed walls
subject to, water pressure., Many theories may be adva;rlCed as to the cause
of the failure" but all are without conclusive proof. The most logical conclusions have been reached by the author~that llloisture found its way into
the concrete and there froze, causing disintegration. '.I'hey ,rightfully coJ:lelude that field construction conditions make extremely difficult, if not impossible, a concrete absolutely impervious to the slightest penetratiob. of
moisture. It is gratifying to note that they con6lude that the rock-fill type
has many advantages over other types of dams in such a locality as Gem
l,nke, The writer believes that the virtues of the rock-fill dam extend further
than to localities such as 'Gem Lake. It adapts itself to 'certain foundations,
fluch as loose rock or cemented gravel in streambeds, requiring' a minimum
0:£ QX,cavationcompared with masonry dams. There is ,a tendency" toward
t,ho popularity of the roek~fill dam; probflblydue to' the increasing Jamiliarity
of m.lgi.neel'!> with i,t.. The writer has knowledge of five large proposed dams,
1111 ,of tho rock-.fill type.
'1;ho 1'()ck-fill dam is. ,not susceptible to such a refined degree of. analysis
r~!l1iho multiple-arch, an;d owing to the very nature of the structure it is not
poeetl!lttrY~hnt It should be. The design is largely a matter of experience
!md not o:f l'<lflned computation. '
-------------------~----

• Rea. mngr., Dlx River Dam Project, Burgin, Ky.
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.Recently, the writer has bE\enin charge of the construction of the superrock-fill dam on the Dix River in Kentucky, designed by L. F.Har~a,
M. Am. Soc. O. E. This dam is 275 ft. high above the stream beda,nd 296
ft. above the foundation excavations. It contains 1 800 000 cu. yd. of material
and is by far the master effort yet attempted in this type, of construction.
W~en properly, designed the rock;fill dam has, for a watE!r-tight skin
spread over the exposed up-stream face, a layer of reinforced concrete whiph,
in the larger dams, generally varies from a maximum of 2 ft. to a min~mum
0~6 in. in thickness. In this respeGt the rock-fill type has something in commOn with the multiple-arch; both rely on a thin slab of cqncrete .for watertightness. In case of the rock-fill dam the concrete slab is, protected from
the elements on the lower side by the mass of the rock-fill over vvhich Hi's
spread and on whjch it relies for support. In the multiple-arch dam thethln
arches are exposed on the lower sideto the elements, and it is believed. tq. be
this exposure at Gem Lake that caused the failure.
The large rock-fill dam must have a concrete water-skin of a qualityequlll
to, if not better than, the arches of a cqncrete structure. It must bea,snearly
impervious as possible and, in addition,he able to develqp gr!')atstrength to
meet indeterminate stresses due to movements inthe rock,fill itself.]3yproPer
construction of the body oJ the dam, movements ofthe fill ,may be partly controlled and reduced in amount, but nevertheless they are present in, a great!')r
or less degree, depending on the' intelligence, guided, by eX'perlence, useq in
the supervision of the construction of the fill. Once the apron ot concrete
is poured against the fill it must conform to the movements or take stresses
sufficient to overcome them.
No concrete apron spread over the faGe ofa large rock-fill dam' would
be able to resist major movements of the dam, nor is it ever intended that it
should in a well-designed apron; bht the apron maybe sodesigriedllnd so
constrhcted that it ~an overcome tendencies to sma.lllocal movements. This
isa matter of the fine combination of proper design and good supervision
so necessary in dam construction.
FRED O. DOLSON,* AND WALTER L. HUBER,t MEMBERS, AM. Soc. O.E. (by
letter).-The writers' conclusion that a type of dam other than ,the multiple
arch should be selected fcir a site such as that at Gem Lake is well demonstrated by the great diversity of opinion, as to causes of deterioration and as
.to remedies, displayed in the discussions. The wide interest shown by this
full discussionis, to them,a source of satisfaction.
The positiveness ~nd the wide diversity of opinion regarding: the quality
of concrete in the original structure would be amusing Hit were not to some
extent a reflection upon the profession. It is interesting to note that criticism of materials and workmanship of the original structure is offered by
those who have not made a personal examination, while others, as, for illstance,
Mr. Oomstock,who made a careful inspection of the struCture previous i'o
its repair, defend both and state that the, evidence indicates, that the wo~k

• Vice-Pres, and Asst. Gen, Mgr" Southern Sierras 'Power CompanY.../Riverside, Calif,
t Cons, Engr" San Francisco, Calif,
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done and the results 'were' as good as could be obtained with, the' materials
available; Many pbints' brought out in the discussion are worthy offurther
consideration.
Mr, Jorgensen contributes some interesting'nbtesdlrom, the laboratory
which made the analyses and tests of materials used in the originalconstruction,as well as some interesting facts ,relating to that construction. "He refers
'to some similar dams in Northern; Sweden 'where lowtem:peratures areericduntered, and states that no damage has occurred ill two'years,althoughhe
admits that these dams are partly backc:fiHed with 'earth as a protection against
low temperatures.
In· personal correspondellf;le Mr; Jorgensen'states that for each of the
dams the back-fill behind the arch section covers that part which remains
below. the water .leyelduring cold weat4er,The writers are, in entire accord
with, his Gonclusion that und,er" severe frE)E\zillgconditions it can h3,r<i~y> be
expected th,at a plllster fac~ap:pliedtqa,. thin concretesec~io'llVVilthave a
long life.
"
..,
" ' •
.., .
',.
,.
. M,r. Je,~ett has offered som~o{the results of the l'llanyte!3ts llema<ie
for The Nevada ,Oaljfo;niaPo'YerOompan:yina'll~ffort to, fi~4a(lo,~ting
which would afford a water-tight face ,and,:;ttthe,sJll'lle time, w,ould,offer
some degree of perm!inence.The. d~fect~ qf m:;tnYso,palled, "water-prqo:6.ng"
Gompoundsare intimatedJfnot ·actua,.llye:x:pJ,'~ssed,. It will be. noted that
Mr.Jewett has, wisely in the' write:rs~ opinion, avoided the use of any trade
names.
As an example of incorrect con\llusiqns, Mr. Wheeler and Mr. Lane
attribute, the disintegration of the, concrete ·to the presence Of limestone' and
lim~stone ,dust. It is interesting to note that, in the lower part of the dam
where the limestone (mentioned by ,Mr. Jorgenserias coming from the outlet
tunnel) was used, 'nodisintegration has occurred, whereas in that part:()f
the dam which has disintegrated this liInestone was not used.
Mr. Turner mentions certain .concrete dams, much thinner than the Gem
IJake'Dam, and exposed at times to temperatures ot 50° Fahr;below zero,
but he does not state where these structures are located and aiwhat· season
liho water stored behind 'them is drawn down; consequently, the writersha:ve
beon unable to make a comparison.
Mr. Wiggin credits the writers with calling attention tor :the first time
in a pointed way to the fact that the immersed sideo:f a thin ,·expOsed wall
o:f concrete is in the same danger £rom the formation o£ ice'crYstals in its
pores;' under the influenceofeold coming through from the dry side of the
tltimcture; as the side not immersed ill a thick, leaky wall.
Tho writers note Mr. HoweU'sagreement with theirconclusionsa:ird his
l't)f:Cl'oncotoan6ther dam o£thin section of the flat-slab type which is deteriorId,ing- :hlthosamemanner:
MI', Wongh; who' is thoi'Oughly familiar with all conditions at Gem Lake
[)II ni , 'llllvitlg- assisted in. its original construction' as wen as' having had charge
oft()I)tli'r;, attributes the primary cause of the disintegration to the failure
S'lmlto(l()Rting, ,toprevent>moietme:frcimgetting in back' of the top
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, skim His conclusions are substantially in accord withethose of the writers,
that, the slightest penetrationo£ water under such climatic conditions will be
followed by deterioration. In the paper doubt was expressed as to ' whether
under cohditions imposed for construction at such sites, impervious concret~
can; be obtained under present-day conditions. After several seasons of hardearned 'experience in carrying the responsibility of, construction in this difficult location, Mr. ,Waugh is even more positive that "it is inconceivable that
any'concrete ,will prevent· the penetration of moisture."
Mr.Flinn1s suggestion that ,Engineering Foundation should collect data
concerning the behavior of other thin section dams is a valuable one, providing such data are complete and include' telJlperature records, raising and
lowering'of water surfaces; 'etc. The writers reel thatthEiy have not'overernp~asizedone examPle of deterioration: They haveplacedanotable example
before the' profession, as. completely as they have 'b~en able to present it a~d,
through the discussion which has followed, as well as from otheraources, have
learned that this isbyno means anisol~tedinstance. In their opillion the
serious'tendency has. too often been to. bbserve complete. silence in' the case of
'sad e~?eriences., Such experience is a'righ,tflll heritage of. the Engineering
.Profession.: •E~amples of similar structuresthat have stood (arid' the writers
do 'not believe such success Will be fourid'-in similar locations) will riot a:ffora
a sense of security to the designer cbntemplatinga new structure o!fthis'tyfje
to Withstand similar 'conditions; To use the terse ~xpl'ession of another dlscussor, "engineering is not a matter of majorities".
, Senator' Luiggi giveS some interesting observations on the Glend: Dam a
multiple-arch dam in Italy; which failed but not ,from causes such as the
'deterioration, at Gem' Lake Daml The writers are' 'glad to note his concuI'rtmcein their opinion thatC)for such a locality'as that at Gem Dam a rockfill dam has many: advantagesover other' types. Seriator Luiggi questions ,the
use of preparatioJ;ls such as "Ironite", or, neat cement applied with a,cement
gun, in 'which view: the writers concur. ,The ,effectiveness, o£'thesecO'atings is
impaired;.by "the 'expansion and c,ontractionof the arches of the. dam; ,He suggests method'l of water-proofing the, up-stream, face of the dam ; but, since· the
;methods suggested would necessitate the loss of at ,least one season's storage
the cost is thus rendered greater than that of the method chosen.
•The, contribution >Of ,Mr. Merriman, is, in the opinion' of the writers,' one of
'the most valuable and constructive of all those submitted because he points
out the: difficulty; not only of making good conc!ete .ap to the :point of placing
,it, but 'the danger in not properly 'caring for ' concrete while it'is curing.
Neglect of concrete during curing occurs in the great majoritYofcases.d.fr.
Merriman is to be commended for bringing this out so pointedly;
Mr. O'Shaughnessy/makes inquiry concerning the resultant losses sustained by the failure of the dam to function during certain seasons. During
1923,whenan effort was made to water-proof the face of the 'ltructure, the loss
was 10 000 acre-ft. of storage---a heavy lo'ls when it is realized that attliis
localitythi'l quimtityam6unt'lto approximately 12000000 potential kw-hr.
The probability of having. to face a similar, or even greater, loss in 1924 was
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one' of :thedecidingfactors:infavor of .the method 'of repair' chosen,'whichwas
carried out entirely, from thedownestream side with no, loss of storage. Mr.
O'Shmighnessystates that in anarch dam it is necessary to, have, conGrete of
suchdensity,that, it will be water-proof. In the opinion of the writers,' cone
crete> which, will not absorb moisture to any degree whatever does not exist;
Therefore, for. climatic and operating conditions, such as obtaiIl ·~t. Gljm :Lake
Dam it is absolutely .p.ecessary ,that .the impervious s,urfacebe provided next
to the water, as required by the principles of Mr. George :L, pillman<whic~
were ,referred to by Mr. ,O'Shaughnessy. Xf this,£ace is.pro~ided and ASper:i
ma~ent' it should. be iJlliIl,~~erial wllet"\:ier: thcf-loncrete back of itis,pqro~s. So
long. a: this,c9~crete is" ~ble to withstand the ,stressfJs ip1pos~d . upon it as
a structural element 0:£ the q,a;m.Thewritersare glad to note that Mr.
O'Shaughn~ssy, with his extensiveexperience,coIllmend~.a rock-fill ,type fo:r
a location such as tli,at ~t Gllm Lake pall,!..Itis 3,lso interestingto .notELthat
Mr. O~Sh~ughIlessy plap.'l ultim~tely to :replac,ethebuttres~7d arch dam., at
Lab Eleanor with oneofa rock-filljype.
},fr. "Lippincott v~ry clearly Cjil(presses, an i4ea, Wllich, the ,,:riters ,have
endeayoredto wake. plain,jnhis statement.:
"Although a thin shell of concrete may be made. water-~ightagainst ,p~
colation, it .isnotPClssible BY anyproce~s, ~Il;~,wn to the Wl'ltfJr tOP:rcV:fJnt It
from absorbing water ,whell III contact WIth It.
,Observationso:£ diagqnalcracksin the buttresses of seye],'almultiple.. arch
dams have been w~de llythe wI:ite:rsa:nd they arein. entire acco:rd with Mr.
Lippincott's views that thljse bnttresses should, be rein;£orced; Thesediagqnal
cracks, although not all important co.nsiderationinGem. Lake Dam, did
exist near the upestream toes of three.of the buttresses. They are described
and comments are made on their prevalence in other multiple-arch dams under:
"History of Operation" (page 716), in the writers' paper.
"
Ml'.Reed makes inquiry, concerning the conditions at Agnew Lake Dam,
a ;smaller' but similar multiple-arch, dam on the' same stream approximately
55Qdt.lower in elevation.. ' The concrete in Agnew Lake ,Dam has notdisinte-,
grated, but· a small amount of leakage. has developed;·' The gunite surface was
removed in ·1925' and various types of water-proofing' compounds are, now being
tried·on the up-stream face. In the opinion of the writers, deterioration of the.
concrete· in .Agn!'lw ,Lake Dam has not occurred because some protection from.
extremely low iemperatures.1s afforded by the snow with which the entire down.;
stream face is usually covered before the extreme cold weather occurs. In:fact;
the arches are banked full of snow at such times. The protection by such
banking is apparent from the fact thata.valve enclosed in alight boardsha£t
does not freeze; "Mr.• Reed cites instances of multiple"arch and flat-'deck darns
that have been successful in Norway and Sweden, but indicates thatprotec'tion agaiIist low' temperatures has been 'provided. In the opinion of the
writers 'luchprotection. is essentiab
Mr;Jakobsen opens his discussion with a statement, that it would be
hazardous in :the extreme to, corrclude .anything from. the' behavior of a single
structurean:d~moreel3pecially since other:'limilar structures,subject to' equally
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severe conditions" have shown no sign, of, deterioration. His references to such
str'ucturesare very meager indeed. It would be interesting to know' the exact
10cation6f each and to have exact climatic and: 0perating data/for each. Mi'!
Jakobsen .apparently ,has' missedthestatemerit in the "Introduction" , (page
714) to the writers'paper to the effect that a large amount of mathematical
discussion concerllitIg multiple~arch, dams had already beell presented, and that
it was not intellded to includ~ any addition to s'uch material. The paper was
a discussion:of a failure and a method of repair, not of the theory of design;
He' call rest assured,however, thatthorough'an.alsses of the uewsecti(}u,;and'of
its effect on theremain.ing' original structure were made, n.ot 'only by 'the' engi"
n.eel's ofThe Nevada Calif6rniaPower Company,but by the severalcbnsultiiig
engineers who were employed aug. that no important consideratioiIs were left
to off-hand assuIllption as he seems to infer, '
,
,
Mr.OesterblonlseeniS to have missed some/of the salient points of the
paper. It is easy to und.erstarrd,vhy the middle belt of the arches.was ~ffected.
and why the section at the bottom, as well as at tbetop, was littleaffecte&
The up-stream faces of the lower parts of the arches are generally submerged
to considerable depth in water, which insures somewhat wahnertemperature;
At. the', 'same :time thebaeks' of, these arches 'are protected "from ',extreme 'low
temperature by 'the early shows dr,i'ftinga"g,,',al,'nst t,h,em, t,h,u,s,'forrn,in,g",',a,bl,a,'n,k,'et',
,..; .
.::. .. '
also, the arches themselves are much thicker at this point, thus affording less
opportunity for the extreme cold to chill the material completely. These conditions; combined with the fact that the upper sections, ' from which water is
always drawn before the advent of cold weather, do not show deterioration
seem to afford ample proof that frost action is thecotItrolIing canse.
'
Mr. Collier offers.a conjecture on what results would have been 'obtained
had a thicker, coating of gunite with reinforcirigbeeu applied., He states, in
closing, that with a th,icknessof approximately 2 in. of reinforced gunite,
experience has shown that positive water-proof conditions will be obtained. It
would be interesting to know the number of years during which such condie
tions have obtained on any structure and whatconditions6fexpansion' and
contraction, or of deflection, occur in the operation of the structure. The
writers believe that a gunite face of these specificatiolls would have prevented
percolation. of ,water .at first, ·butthat over a period of years the gunite would"
have absorbed water and would have disintegrated to such an extent .that
water would have"been,admitted to the concrete back of 'it, ,unless it'was're."
placed before this occurred.
With much of the discussion of Mr. Noetzlithewriters disagree entirely.
Mr. Noetzli refers to the Lake Eleanor Dam as being an entirely successful
structure,but, apparently he has not noted that Mr. O'Shaughnessy, ft'om his
discussion, plans ultimately to replace this structure with a;,rockcfill dam. He
refers to the Bear Valley Dam as being a similar structure with similar .cli c
matic c~nditions. At the Bear Valley Dam the reserVoir iSllotregnlated for
hydro~electric power development and is ordinarily not drawn down during-the
winter. At this location, temperatures do not range as low as at' Gem Lake,
nor do long sustained extreme cold spells occur; Climatic conditions 3:re'not
.
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comparable. After referring to the adopted method of repair as being as
radical and expensive as could be devised, he launches off with confidence into
advocacy of a method that was considered and discarded by the'several engineers who studied this problem for the owners. His method is not believed
to be feasible, even if considered only with relation to this single structure.
However, Mr, N oetzli has completely missed an important practical point. Gem
Lake Reservoir is now an important and necessary part of a great operating
hydro-electric system. Any method of repairing Gem Lake Dam that would
render the reservoir useless for a storage season, or even a part of such season,
must prove expensive, due to loss of revenue; Mr. Noetzli's proposed method
would cause such a loss. The method adopted avoided this great economic
loss and thus it has a large differential in its favor. Mr. Noetzli does not consider that a loose rock-fill, which is relatively porous, will materially protect
a concrete core wall or a concrete face slab against low temperatures. The
writers know the facts to be otherwise. Proof can be secured by taking temperatures in tunnels through rock-fill dams where it will be found that at a
distance of about 60 ft. in from the tunnel portal water will not freeze. For
example, Mr.' Dolson had occasion to construct a tunuel 157 ft. in length
through the Skagway Dam near Victor, Colo.; later, he used this tunnel for
the storage of foodstuffs and found that 60 ft, in from the tunnel portal no
freezing occurred.
The several examples of hollow concrete dams described by Mr. Scheidenhelm are interesting, but those particular structures which are enclosed by
a deck on the down-stream face are not comparable.
The writers wish to express their appreciation of the very clear statement
from Mr. Galloway, interpreting the lessons from Gem Lake Dam which they
have offered to the profession. He has most clearly and concisely pointed out
the value which may be gained from a proper interpretation of an engineering
failure.
A dam of the thin multiple-arch type, if it is to resist the conditions existing at sites such as at Gem Lake, must depend on a permanently impervious
face; but, under present-day conditions, the writers know of no practical means
by which such permanent imperviousness can be obtained nor has the discussion disclosed one. They, therefore, adhere to the opinion already expressed
that for this or similar locations a dam of the rock-fill type has many advantages over other types.
In closing, the" writers express their appreciation to the officers of The
Nevada California Power Company for their courtesy and their frankness in
granting permission to publish a full account of the investigation and repair
o:f this structure, It has been a source of satisfaction to note expressions of
appreciation of the Company's attitude from many of those who have contributed to the discussion.

